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Monday, March 3, 2003

It's Westbrook in a Walk
BY MARK HERSHFIEI.D

Editor-in-Chief
After being postponed for a week by snow, the SBA
election was held February 26th in the Burns Alcove. De
spite publicity through emails and flyers, only 563 stu
dents cast votes as compared to the estimated 800 law stu
dents who cast ballots in last year's election, which was
headlined by a four-way presidential contest. Despite the
drop-off from the previous year, SBA President De
Famuyiwa explained that the turnout was in line with the
2001 SBA election. "It's a return to normalcy, even though
it's a sad reality," he explained.
Elections Chair Ally son Martinez, on the other hand,
was satisfied with the turnout. She noted that, "all of the
poll watchers were very busy this year." SBA Presidential
Candidate Corrie Westbrook was also "happy with the turn
out" considering the confusion of having two elections on
the same day. While the turnout among day students was
relatively high, Martinez expressed disappointment that
despite her best efforts, the evening student "turnout was
miniscule."
Martinez noted that the election itself was run
smoothly. SBA Presidential Candidate Stefano Formica,
however, did note that there was an issue of whether LLM
students could vote. He said the issue was resolved by 2
p.m., and these students were then permitted to cast bal
lots.
The SBA Presidential contest turned into a virtual

no-contest. 2L Representative Corrie Westbrook outpaced
1L Representative Stefano Formica, capturing 72.7 per
cent of the votes cast in the race. Westbrook felt that her
success was due to experience and accomplishments in the

SBA President-Elect Corrie Westbrook
SBA along with the fact that "some people just won't vote
for a 1L [for SBA President]." Formica agreed that per
haps his status as a 1L may have harmed his electoral for
tunes. "It might have gone through people's heads," he

News Editor
With just half a semester remaining
in the school year, law students looking for
summer or permanent employment are bat
tling both waning time and a squeamish
job market. Although the market isn't likely
to improve soon, students' chances of find
ing jobs might increase as smaller employ
ers begin their traditionally last-minute re
cruiting efforts.
"The entry-level market slowed no
ticeably last year and has remained about
the same this year," said Fred Thrasher, the
director of the Career Development Office.
"It hasn't, however, come to the screech
ing halt that it did in the early '90s."
Thrasher said the CDO continues to
receive entry-level job postings, including
two last week for in-house counsel and leg
islative associate positions. He said many
of the new postings have quick turn-around
times and suggested that job-hunting stu
dents check the E-attorney online job bank
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Job Market Slow as
Summer Approaches
BY BRANDON BRISCOE

On a side note, it should be noted that 102 fewer
votes were cast in the Presidential race as compared to the
Vice-Presidential races. Vice-Presidential (Day) candidate
Laurie Belony attributed this result to some students' re
luctance to vote for a 1L, a lack of outreach to 2Ls and
3Ls, and the fact that many supporters of current Vice Presi
dent Josh Harris decided not to vote in that race when Harris
dropped out of it. "Since he [Harris] wasn't running, they
chose not to vote," explained Belony. Famuyiwa appeared
to agree as he speculated that the drop-off in votes cast in
the Presidential race demonstrated that "maybe the [Presi
dential] campaign wasn't as strong as it could [have been]."
In other SBA election results, First-year Director of
Programs Laurie Belony easily outdistanced two 1L rivals,
Christina Rodriguez and Russell Thirsk, gathering 54.5
percent of votes cast in the race to become SBA Vice-Presi
dent (Day). Write-in candidate Lisa Johnson became the
SBA Vice-President (Evening) after receiving 19 votes.
Belony attributed her success to a "combination of being
an upperclassmen ... and being the Director of First Year
Programs."
The crowded field of candidates for 2L Representa
tive was narrowed to four new representatives on Election
Eve. Current 1L SBA Representative Rebecca Carvahlo
was the leading vote-getter with 116 votes. Newcomers
Jane Yanovsky, Dawn Goodman, and Matt Zabel were also
elected as 2L Representatives. Yanovksy for one was sur-

regularly.
Many students agree with Thrasher's
assessment of the job market. "What job
market?" asked 2L Sowmia Nair. "I try not
to think about it. 1 figure it's all just going
to work out," she said.
Nair has a job for half the summer
and considers herself lucky to have even a
few weeks of employment lined up. "I feel
like I'm a fluke. I'm really shocked that a
big firm would want me," she said, adding
that most people she knows do not have
summer jobs yet.
Gary McCollum painted a brighter
picture from the 3L perspective. "1 have a
job," he said. "Most people I know have
jobs, and those who don't will have jobs
within six months of being out of here."
McCollum said he's heard classmates
talking about the job market all year and
thinks some complain about GW and its
reputation too much. "It's a good school —
they'll get jobs," he said. Nair agreed that
the school's reputation was helpful -at least
locally. "In the D.C. area, we fare pretty
well. I don't know if our reputation is as
strong once you move outside the area, she
explained.
Aside from geographic consider
ations, Thrasher pointed out that some ar
eas of the legal field hold more opportuni
ties than others. "A recent report in the ABA
Law Practice Management bimonthly jour
nal indicated that the following practice
areas were hot: intellectual property (with
computer science law as the hottest subarea), energy, securities and corporate gov
ernance, litigation, labor and employment,
real estate, natural resources, bankruptcy,

See JOBS page 5

Incoming lLs Required to
Purchase Laptops
BY ELZABETH AUSTERN

Staff Writer
As previously reported in Nota Bene,
incoming first-year J.D. candidates will be
required to have laptop computers next year.
The goal of the requirement is to increase
student exposure to technologies used in the
legal workplace, to facilitate access to the
expanded capabilities of the law school's
recent improvements (e.g. the new Moot
Court Room and soon-to-be-expanded wire
less network), and to expand the capabili
ties of the research and writing programs.
The Law School is negotiating with Dell
Computer Corp. to provide a discount pro
gram for students who wish to purchase new
computers.
Dean Roger Transgrud said he hopes
the requirement will give law students ex
perience with the technologies they will be
expected to use in the workplace. The fac
ulty hopes this will give students an edge
when they transfer into the real world. How
ever, he pointed out the requirement is not
novel in the academic world.
"The University of Pennsylvania al
ready requires their undergraduates to bring
their own laptops with them or purchase
new ones," he said. "We aren't doing any
thing new here by adding this requirement;
simply reflecting the current academic re
ality." He said that since the requirement
was only added this month, incoming 1 Ls
will be informed of the new requirements
through letters and preview events.
The laptop program will facilitate
changes in the LRW course. Next year, ad
juncts will be able to network an entire LRW
section's computers together to provide

online demonstrations in real time. The
administration also anticipates that LRW
papers will be edited electronically using
new software acquired for the purpose.
Adjuncts will be required to learn the new
system.
Dean Matt Harrington is the liaison
between the school administration and the
technology department on the project to
formulate specifications for the laptops. He
will be writing the first letter to the incom
ing students about the new requirements.
"We're not requiring students to buy laptops
through the schools, since we know people
have made investments [in computers they
already own], and we don't want to ham
per them," he said. "On the other hand, we
will have minimum requirements, and they
will have to upgrade the machines they al
ready have to meet [the requirements] or
buy new through the program."
Mike Briggs of the Law School's In
formation Systems department is excited
about the new laptops. "The laptops we are
configuring through Dell are going to be
really cool," he explained, "and [the stu
dents] are going to get a really good deal.
He explained that three different configu
rations/price ranges will be available to stu
dents who will be able to add options or
upgrade features at added costs. All will
have at least the minimum requirements for
three years at the law school, including 256
megabytes of memory, twenty gigabytes of
hard disk space, and a Cisco wireless net
working card.
"We want all of Stuart Hall to have
wireless access," he said, "and we're goinj
to cover the stacks in the library [with wire

See LAPTOPS page 5
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A L ack of
Communication
There are many changes currently taking place at the law school. Next
year, sections will be shrinking, the curve might be raised, new buildings will be
opening, and every first-year J.D. student will be using a laptop. While, these
changes are not necessarily bad things, we should pause to
consider what has transpired this year. With so many changes,
why do students only hear about these things after they are
done deal"?
Take The Environmental Lawyer shutdown, for example.
How many people knew this was going to happen before the
event took place? One would think that such a far-reaching
decision would have been discussed in the SBA and among
students, if only to plan arrangements to soften the blow for
student members. At the very least, the journal's editors could
have been consulted. Instead, students were simply told the
outcome of an administrative decision that most had no clue
was coming. We were told the journal had been eliminated,
and all we could do was ask questions after the fact.
The problem is the process through which important de
cisions are made. Many of us feel the law school should em
brace laptop computers, and all of us believe the law school
should be seeking additional classroom space. So why aren't
students - those most directly affected - involved in making
these decisions? Time after time, decisions at this school are
made with minimal, if any, student input. The Administration
should work together with students instead of handing down
declarations from on high like Moses/God with the Ten Com
mandments.
The question of shortening the law school semester is a
perfect example of how potential changes should be debated
and discussed. The issue was thoroughly examined by the
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SBA and the faculty, and even ordinary students were given

| the chance to offer their two cents in a survey.
It is undemocratic and harmful when decisions are made
by just a few administrators sitting in their newly constructed
ivory tower. By not examining the impact of these decisions
on the students, administrators could, in mahy instances, greatly
harm our experience at this school. Administrators should
work with students, not ignore us. Students should have a seat at the table
because they have a unique and important perspective of the law school and its
opportunity for improvement. Only then can these important changes gain the
legitimacy and attention that they truly deserve.
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What's the Point?
BY PAUL J. MEISSNER

Opinion Editor
Theoretically, the house editorial is tration interested in student input, there is
written by all of the editors, so I understand no point in even having a student govern
that it's a little weird for an editor to write ment.
The cynic could argue that we never
a counterargument against it. However, I
think we should be a little more realistic. really tried to make an effective student gov
There are those people on the editorial ernment. Perhaps if we were efficient and
board who honestly care about student poli worked together better, maybe the admin
tics more than others. So, therefore, I will istration and faculty would show some in
show my dissent from last issue's house edi terest.
Has the current SBA administration
torial and argue that there is little point in
been effective this year? Well, I w ould like
voting in student elections.
First, let me make a brief comment to look at some of the more memorable
about endorsements. The Student Bar As events. I will only briefly mention them
sociation (SBA) election has always been a since they were covered in previous issues
point of contention for Nota Bene. Nota of this paper. Last semester, the President
Bene has always endorsed a candidate and of the SBA removed an appointed member
has always taken criticism for it. I never of his cabinet in an episode we call "Treepersonally saw the point in endorsing some gate." We lost a valuable member of the
candidates, disgruntling others who do not president's cabinet without any publicized
get our free publicity, and then praying that explanation of why. Earlier this semester,
the people we endorsed actually win. This we had allegations that a bar review was
causes Note Bene a lot of self-inflicted grief run as a birthday party. Valuable advertis
especially since the people who win are re ing and administrative effort went into an
ally no better (or worse) then the people event as some SBA insiders broke rank and
who lose.
denounced the party in Nota Bene. Third, I
I have a lot of acquaintances on the personally think the worst thing to happen
SBA and Mark Hershfield, our Editor-in- is that we heard that the SBA Treasurer's
Chief, is a Senator on the SA. These people failure to file a report caused the loss of
are great individuals who really want to approximately $2,500 to our coffers.
serve the GW community. Regardless of
The SA looks much worse than our
their good intentions, it does not seem like law school student government. Tales of inthe GW community
^
fighting and petty
is greatly benefited
politics undermine
Allegations of budget
by having a De as
the support of the
our President or a

misappropriation in the

populace.

Not

to

Mark as one of our
sound like a con
5/1 and the inability to
spiracy theorist,
Senators.
open the books make me
hearing about the
Case
and
unexplained resig
point: The GW fac
wonder if Kenneth Ley
nation of senator af
ulty committees and
and the other execs from
ter senator makes me
the administration
feel
that there must
make decisions that
Enron are running the
be some big cover-up
impact the commu
show.
going on here. When
nity without even
commenting on peti
discussing them with
students. I would understand if these deci tion to remove senator Mark Hershfield
sions were confidential and to be kept se from the SA, one of the ringleaders said
cret among the administration and faculty. the students do not read petitions and they
Issues such as pay raises, tenure, and hir will sign anything. I have to ask, who
ing decisions, do not need much student elected this stupid kid in the first place? I
input. However, many administrative deci don't know much about politics, but that is
sions impact students in particular. For ex probably the last thing I would ever say.
ample, the domestic violence clinic got cut Allegations of budget misappropriation in
without at least informing the students in the SA and the inability to open the books
advance. Last month, a student journal got make me wonder if Kenneth Ley and the
eliminated without at least notifying the other execs from Enron are running the
SBA or inviting the journal's Editor-in- show. If asked whether I should vote for
Chief to meetings. Now rumor has it that any of these people, I would reply, "Who
incoming students may be required to pur would waste their time to do that?"
chase laptops. I happen to think a laptop
This is not to say that the SBA and
requirement may be a good thing, but stu the SA haven't done some service to the
dents should have some input since they GW community. I happen to appreciate the
are the ones that have to shell out possibly community service events, the bar reviews,
thousands of dollars to buy them.
and the pro bono program. All and all
The point is that the people we elect though, it seems that student politics in both
will probably not make a difference. The the graduate and undergraduate schools to
administration and the faculty have not al be nothing but a big popularity contest. I
lowed students much input on any of the wonder if a lot of candidates will show as
major decisions that have come to pass. I much creativity and effort in dealing with
don't really know how the administration student issues as they have done with their
and the faculty view students. Based on election advertising. Only time will tell.
these past transgressions, it seems like the
I hope that next year student leaders
decision-makers at GW really don't care. will foster better interpersonal relationships
Sometimes, it s eems like we have no pur (ahem, no resignations or impeachments).
pose in the world except to shell out $30,000 I also hope there will be less infighting,
per year in tuition and nag that the job better efficiency, and more collaboration.
market sucks.
Finally, speaking as an ex-accountant,
If my suspicions of the GW faculty please file your budgets on time. Perhaps,
and administration were truly the case, then maybe then the administration might start
even the most dynamic, lovable student including us in their decision-making. I
president could not possibly be effective. wish all the victors from this week's elec
Student leaders can make a lot of promises tion the best of luck.
and look pretty, but without the adminis
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/ m Dreaming of a White Christmas.. .Err, Spring
The Washington, D.C. area is in the midst of one of its snowiest winters in
years, in fact the most snow on record since the winter of 1995-96. The weather may
impact the arrival of the cherry blossoms later this spring. Now is the time for the
cherry tree buds to turn green, although the cold, snowy winter may delay this. The
annual National Cherry Blossom Festival runs from March 22nd to April 7th.

International Representation
GW Law School Professors Sean Murphy and Michael Matheson are repre
senting the United States in arguments held before the International Court of Jus
tice between February 17th and March 7th. In the case, the Islamic Republic of Iran
alleges that the 1955 Treaty of Amity was violated when the U.S. Navy struck vari
ous Iranian oil production complexes. There is a counter-claim in the proceeding in
which the United States claims that Iran violated the Treaty of Amity by attacking
its ships in the Persian Gulf. This is one phase of the proceeding; further arguments
on the issue of compensation may arise depending on whether a violation is found.

March Madness, GW Style
The college basketball season is winding down to a time when Cinderella
could be getting ready for the ball or a traditional powerhouse can surge through the
brackets. That's right, March Madness is nearly upon us. For GW's men's and
women's basketball teams, it's time for the annual trip to the Atlantic-10 tourna
ments. The A-10 men's tournament will be played in Dayton, Ohio from March
10th through March 15th. The women's team has already claimed the regular sea
son A-10 West Division title, and the women's tournament will be held in early
March as well.

So, Don't Know What You're Going to Do Next Fall?
As Spring Break is just around the corner, it will soon become time for rising
2Ls and 3Ls to start organizing their schedules for the next year. One available
possibility is to participate in a legal clinic, which offers hands-on experience out
side the confines of the classroom. To that end, on March 20th the Community
Legal Clinics will be hosting an open house in the Faculty Conference Center from
4 to 6 p.m. Students can choose from among the following clinics-. Civil Litigation

Clinic, Consumer Mediation Clinic, Federal Criminal and Appellate Clinic, Health
Law Rights Clinic, Immigration Clinic, Public Justice Advocacy Clinic, Small Busi
ness Clinic, and Vaccine Injury Clinic.

Forgot the New Hours
One item that was left out from earlier editions of Nota Bene is that the 2nd
floor entrance of the Burns Law Library has new hours. That's right, the hours have
been extended to 9 p.m. Mondays through Thursdays, and kept at 6 p.m. for Fri
days. This is certainly a benefit for law students taking night classes who want to
check their email during a break in class.

Snowstorm Disrupts City,
Irritates Students
BY TROY D. BYERS

Staff Writer
Snow has been memorialized
throughout history as at worst a charming
inconvenience through numerous Christ
mas carols, enchanting artworks, and po
etry. From Robert Frost's "Stopping by
Woods on a Snowy Evening" to the beauti
ful Japanese woodblock print masters
Hokusai and Hirosige, snow has oft been
embodied as temporal beauty, soft and play
ful, but r arely a menace.
This pacific perception changed
President's Day weekend when the heav
ens dumped more than two feet of snow in
some parts of the area. This historic event,
rivaled only twice in the past 150 years,
ranks as a milestone for those not from the
Mid-West and upper New England. Fall
ing in the middle of what the government
deemed a severe threat of terrorist activity,
this maelstrom couldn't have been much
less debilitating than terrorists themselves.
The snowstorm closed the Federal Govern
ment, every school district, and most uni
versities, including our law school. The
Metro system also came to a near stand
still by not servicing above-ground stations
and running trains only once per hour in
any given direction.
While most universities and the gov
ernment resumed business by Wednesday,
the effects lingered. The Metro was run
ning at only sixty percent, forcing many
passengers to forego numerous trains until

one arrived on which they could fit. Many
of the Metro trains were reportedly snowed
in at the outdoor locations, which needed
to be dug out. Some streets were completely
blocked and main thoroughfares had lanes
blocked with crystal piles of ice as solid as
granite.
While it seems the peril is past, lin
gering memories and attitudes toward the
less-than-charming inconvenience are still

fresh in mind. The following Sunday's
Washington Post featured an article by our
own Professor Jonathon Turley entitled,
"How Democracy Could Clear Our Snowy
Streets," which stood as a strict admonish
ment to elected officials. Citing a snow
storm of 1979 Chicago, Turley professed
that the mayor was thrown out based pri
marily on his inability to have snow re
moved within twenty-four hours of falling.
Many law students have likewise
voiced frustration not only over nature's
fury, but also over the city's inability to re
move snow in a timely fashion. While the
sidewalks in downtown D.C. were cleared
rather expeditiously, excepting a few piles
caused by street plows, streets themselves
suffered blocked lanes more than a week
after the snowfall - not to mention the con
sumed street-side parking.
As street parking became a near-im
possibility the week following the storm,
parking in "Snow Emergency Zones" was
a non-issue. Said Elizabeth Koniers (2L),
a snow veteran from Philadelphia, "In De
cember, during our first 3-inch 'snow emer
gency,' the District ticketed me $250 for
parking on a snow emergency route. This
time, the city gave up, and the snowstorm
won."
Most students, however, did not share
in Koniers's light-hearted vengeance.
Sushupta Sudarshan, formerly of Lubbock,
TX, said, "I hate it. It's slushy, dirty, and
irritating on the whole. I'm moving to San

Diego." Noting aestYvetic disparity, orvo stu

dent who wished to remain anonymous re
sounded, "The White House front lawn

looked picturesque and had the only snow

in the city that did not look like brown
sludge."
A quick look at the suburbs quickly
reveals that private citizens have done little
themselves to remove snow on the side
walks they are responsible for. Many local

See SNOW page 5

SA Co-Sponsorships Prove to Be Elusive
BY JOHN LOVRICH

Staff Writer
Financial matters have been an ongoing source of
contention between the Student Bar Association and the
Student Association. In September, the SA released its new
budget, which marked a decrease in the SBA's budget from
last year's total allotment. In January, the SA fined the
SBA over $2,500 when the SBA failed to submit a timely
mid-year budget. And most recently, SA co-sponsorships
that provide vital funding for Law School events have been
drastically reduced compared to last year's allotments.
"The two most recent allocations that we received
for the softball team and for Barristers' Ball did not come
close to meeting our needs," said Zach Ellis, SBA Trea
surer. "Last year's softball team received a co-sponsorship
award of $1,300 to participate in the annual tournament
held at the University of Virginia. This year's team, like
last year's, will be taking three squads to UVA to compete
in various divisions. [The team will] incur total costs of
approximately $6,000 for the tournament. The SA initially
decided to provide only $300 for the Law School's three
teams this season. Following an appeal from the SBA and
the softball team, the Finance Committee freed up addi
tional funds and provided a final co-sponsorship award of
$500. [This] allocation was much lower than anticipated,"
he said.
"The Barristers' Ball allocation of $500 also surprised
us, given the fact that the total cost for this year's Ball was
$25,500. The SBA took great pains to comply with SA and
CADE guidelines to better ensure that the SA would pro
vide a reasonable allocation for this event. However, the

SA declined to provide substantial funding for this event."
This turn of events has left Ellis confused. "The other
four events that received co-sponsorship funds from the
SA last year received a larger allocation this year than it
had previously. We therefore felt confident that the softball team would also receive $1,300 or more and tenta
tively based our projections on this assumption. Luckily,
however, other sponsors have stepped up to the plate, and
the softball team has put together a fundraiser that it be
lieves will allow it to field three competitive teams once
again this year."
Some in the Law School are not as even-tempered
regarding this sudden lack of funding. "The Student Asso
ciation Finance Committee has repeatedly stiffed the law
school out of thousands of dollars by promising big cosponsorships and then delivering only a few dollars," said
'Law School Senator Rod Zwahlin. "When the Finance
Committee came out with this year's anti-law school bud
get, [Finance Committee Chair] Dan Moss said to me, 'Rod,
if you don't like your allocation, use co-sponsorships. There
is plenty of money for that.' But all you have to do is talk
to the SBA treasurer to discover that Dan Moss wasn't
really serious."
Was Moss serious about giving the Law School the
opportunity to receive co-sponsorships to help defray some
of the costs of various activities? "It's the end of the year,
and we have had a hard time handing out money," Moss
said in a phone interview. "We are down to about $ 10,000
total in our co-sponsorship budget for the year, but requests
still keep coming in. Only recently, we received a request
for $18,000 from one student group."
"Lately, we have simply been trying to cover at least

10 percent of the costs of as many student activities as we
can. This way all the groups get at least some help. In the
case of the softball team, our allotment went towards the
cost of bats and balls."
However, although only a small co-sponsorship was
given, Moss did not feel as if the Barristers' Ball alloca
tion reflected any ill-will on the part of the Finance Com
mittee. "We have a real hard time justifying giving out a
lot of money for a group going to the Four Seasons."
SA Graduate-at-Large Senator Dan Ericson, a 1L,
has something of an inside scoop on the finance commit
tee. As the only law student on the committee, Ericson has
worked to increase Law School co-sponsorships. "I feel
like we could do a better job of funding some of the Law
School events, especially given the amount of money that
the Law School puts in as a constituency. At the risk of
sounding arrogant, we are this University's premier pro
gram, and that ought to count for something."
Nevertheless, Ericson admits that the Finance Com
mittee has handled a difficult task fairly. "The Finance
Committee gave additional funding for the Halloween Party
on appeal. We funded a good portion of the SBA Ski Trip.
Though I'd say we can do better as a committee, funding
co-sponsorships is never easy. We're faced with many or
ganizations from across campus, who frequently ask for
more money than we can afford to give them."
Editor's Note: The Editor-in-Chief of this publcation,
Mark Hershfield, is a Student Association Senator. Mr.
Hershfield took no part in the writing or editing of this
piece.
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GW to Host Human Rights Plaintiff's Panel Speaks
About Public Interest Jobs
Course and Clinic
BY ELIZABETH AUSTERN

Staff Writer
A new International Human Rights
course will be starting at the Law School
next year. The program will begin with a
seminar next semester and develop into a
clinic, focusing on international and domes
tic human rights lawyering and litigation.
Arturo Carillo, who hails from Co
lombia and teaches a clinical program in
International Human Rights at Columbia
University Law School, will be teaching the
new course in the fall and directing the new
international human rights clinical pro
gram, which begins next spring.
The seminar will focus on the "role
of lawyers" in the area of human rights law,
allowing students to explore the workings
of the domestic and inter-American human
rights systems. "The course will focus on
human rights in a context of globalization,"
explained Carrillo. The seminar will be lim
ited to sixteen students; the clinic will be
limited to eight.
"I'm excited to come back to GW to
work with interested and enthusiastic stu
dents and offer a new component that builds
on programs already at GW," said Carrillo,
who graduated from the Law School in
1991. Students in the clinic will work
hands-on as staff attorneys for the clinic and
with human rights organizations in the city.
There are only twelve other human rights
clinics nationwide.

about expanding the human rights offerings
at the Law School for the last several years
due to the expansion of litigation in the
United States. "I was thinking about add
ing to the HR program, and Arturo ex
pressed an interest in returning to GW at
the right time," he remarked. He explained
that the Alien Tort Claims Act, a 200-yearold law, has in the last twenty years been
used to pursue international human rights
claims in U.S. courts. He feels that a clini
cal program will give students exposure to
a subject with both domestic and interna
tional legal aspects and opportunities.
The faculty has already approved the
seminar offering for next semester, and "the
clinic approval is just a formality," ex
plained Dean Roger Transgrud. Professor
Carrillo will need to secure funding for the
clinic program at GWU before it can be
gin, however, which is why the seminar will
be offered first in the fall semester.
Carrillo has extensive experience in
the field of human rights. He has worked
for U.N. numan rights missions and taught
the subject in both Columbia and the United
States. He has an LLM (1999) from Co
lumbia University Law School.

Professor Ralph Steinhardt, co-direc

tor of the Oxford-GW Internationa] Human
Rights Law Program, has been thinking

Law School to Receive
Cosmetic Treatment
be completed before students return March
17th from the spring recess.
Staff Writer
The Streetscape plan, intended to
In addition to the various internal compliment the other changes to the law
renovations, the Law School will have ex school, will include various alterations to
terior work done as well. The project seeks the outside of the school running along 20th
to create a continuous "streetscape" that will Street. The entrance to the Burns building
unify the external portions of the law school. will be updated and modified so that those
Dean Tom Morrison said this is another im using that entrance will not have to "jump"
portant part of the ongoing facility improve over the wall if turning right and walking
ments. "The Building Committee has from in a southerly direction down 20th.
The enthe beginning
trance
to
tried to open
Stockton will
spaces and in
"We want to give the impression
also be reno
crease acvated, and
that this is one law school and not
c e s s . . . .
this entrance
Streetscape is
six or seven separate buildings
may be closed
another piece
Dean Thomas Morrison, Senior
for portions of
of
this
the summer.
puzzle," he
Associate Dean for Administrative
Among the
said.
Affairs
changes will
Morrison
be new steps,
hopes that all
of this will occur over the summer so as to a new sidewalk, and some conventional
inconvenience students as little as possible. landscaping. Additionally, the entrance to
Lerner will also be "streetscaped" and will
He adds that he has not seen any finalized
plans or contracts, so the concept remains be modernized to provide the continuity
one of many scheduled for the summertime. between buildings envisioned in the over
More immediately, Morrison ad all plan for renovations.
Morrison believes that the
dressed the flooding issues in LL102. Over
spring break, a sump pump and additional University's layout provides a good model.
drying materials will be placed in that room Just as the area behind Lisner Auditorium
to relieve current flooding problems. Ac and next to the Gelman Library are a single
cording to Morrison, construction across the continuous theme, the "streetscape" will do
street in front of the World Bank building the same thing for the Law School. "We
coupled with the unusually large amounts want to give the impression that this is one
of snow and rain have created flooding con law school and not six or seven separate
ditions in LL102. The hope is that this will buildings," said Morrison.
BY ALEXANDER SAUNDERS

According to the panelists at the
Plaintiff's Discussion Panel last Tuesday,
public interest jobs can pay well and may
also be incredibly fulfilling. The panel in
cluded several notable GW Law graduates
who have dedicated their lives to doing what
they love and find that they are making
money at it. The panel offered useful rec
ommendations to students and provided
helpful hints to those in attendance.
Margaret Kohn runs a solo practice
specializing in representing special educa
tion students and their families. She is pri
marily involved in litigation against school
districts for alleged violations of the Ameri
cans with Disabilities Act. Prior to starting
her own private practice in 1988, she was
the co-founder and managing attorney of
the National Women's Law Center. Kohn
also served as a special education teacher
at the elementary school level for a year in
the D.C. public school system.
This, along with tutoring experience,
made her sensitive to the needs of children
and more specifically the needs of disabled
children. She said that she spends the ma
jority of her time working with individual
families but is currently involved in one
class action. Class actions, she added, are
incredibly taxing in terms of money and
resources.
On the other hand, Kohn said she

treated wood, and toxic solvents.
Pizzirusso said he realized early on
that he wanted to do plaintiff work, so he
took several classes geared towards that
track while in law school. At first his inter
est was mostly in environmental law. After
taking Professor Turley's class, he realized
that it wasn't what he expected. Working
with the Clean Water and Air Act wasn't
what he imagined that environmental liti
gation was all about.
After getting involved heavily in Trial
Court and the vaccine clinic, which recently
settled a suit for nine million dollars, he
got the kind of experience he felt he needed
to pursue plaintiff work. He said he feels
fortunate to work for the largest law firm
in D.C. doing only plaintiffs' litigation de
spite the obstacles trial lawyers face in
today's environment. The tort reform move
ment and a tendency toward what
Pizzirusso described as "class action bash
ing" has increased hostility from federal
courts against class actions, meaning
Pizzirusso and his firm have been trying to
initiate more suits at the state level.
John Relman formed his own law
firm in 1999 after spending ten years with
the Washington Lawyers' Committee for
Civil Rights and Urban Affairs, where he
served as project director of the Fair Hous
ing Project. Some of John's best-known
cases include racial discrimination litiga
tion against national businesses, including
the Denny's discrimination case and the

finds working with individual families more

Avis discrimination case, which resulted in

hands-on. Kohn hopes that ultimately she
can show the parents how to be better ad
vocates for their kids. When Kohn began
her work, she worked primarily under the
Institutional Disabilities Education Act and
often litigated when the statute was not suf
ficient compensation for families.
"Every case, every parent, every child
is different," Kohn said. "Many times
people are unhappy with the hand they've
been dealt. My hope is that by going through
this process they'll be better off than when
we started."
James Pizzirusso currently works at
Cohen, Milstein, Hausfeld, & Toll and has
also found a great deal of satisfaction in
doing plaintiff work, which he says has even
paid off his law school loans. Pizzirusso is
a 2001 GW graduate and was active in the
clinics and served as Vice-President of the
Trial Court Board. At his firm, Jamie works
on complex class action cases in the areas
of toxic torts and consumer protection.
Current cases involve lead paint, arsenic-

large class settlements.
Relman knew that he wanted to do

BY ALEXANDER SAUN DERS

Staff Writer

civil rights work early on and geared his
early experience specifically toward that
line of work. Along with afore mentioned
high-profile cases, he has also been in
volved in several death penalty cases.
Relman often does work in the Deep South
and has recently traveled to Louisiana.
Relman opened his own law firm and
finds it extremely satisfying. He hopes that
he can demonstrate to other private sector
lawyers that there is money to be made
through a law firm completely committed
to civil rights work. Relman hopes to ex
pand his firm to fifteen to twenty lawyers,
keeping a "family" atmosphere. The will
also allow for more meaningful work and
set a precedent for other private sector law
yers to follow. Said Relman, "If you really
want to do consumer class actions, if you
really want to get there, and you really want
to do it, then you can."
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prised that this race was decided without a
runoff. "I was surprised with the outcome
of the 2L race because I had heard that it
usually goes to a run-off," she said.
Zabel was surprised, too, but in his
case it was as to his own success. "I was
surprised that anyone would vote me into
an office 1 am obviously so unqualified to
hold," he remarked.
In the 3L representative races, cur
rent 2L Representatives Chris Herndon and
Michael Silver were easily re-elected, along
with Scott Claffee and Patrick Malone.
Claffee was "delighted" with the results of
the election as he noted that next year's 3Ls
"can rest assured that Chris, Pat, Michael,
and I will work hard to address the issues
that most affect them."
Despite the low turnout breaking with
recent tradition, SBA evening student rep
resentatives were closed without the ben
efit of a runoff, as 2Ls chose Sarah Mullen,
3Ls chose Elif Yarmall, and 4Ls chose Col
leen McCarthy.
After the conclusion of the elections,
one of the remaining questions was whether
Formica would make another run at the
SBA presidency. "I am not going to rule it
out at this time — it's possible," he re
sponded.

JOBS
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less access]." After the current first-year
class graduates, the wireless system will
require the Cisco-brand cards, which are
more secure. Because the cards were not
required for the incoming class, they will
be grandfathered out. According to Briggs,
the school is also negotiating with Dell to
have a hardware-service center for the pro
gram laptops, but only systems bought
through the program will be able to be ser
viced there.
Dean Tom Morrison explained that
there will be financing available to assist
students in purchasing laptops, but it will
be given on a case-by-case basis. "Financ
ing is tricky," he explained. "We want stu
dents to buy the [computers], but if we make
the money generally available, people will
take it even if not for a computer. We don't
want them to go further into debt than they
have to."

Student Association
Election Results
The Student Association held its annual elections to elect new officers for the
2003-2004 school year on Wednesday and Thursday of last week. The results were
announced early Friday morning and indicate that there will be a runoff for SA presi
dent between Steve Sobel and Kris Hart.
Other winners included Grad-at-Large Senators Janae Fepir, 1L, and Dan
Ericson, 1L, and Law School Senators Tony Ellis, 1L, and Christopher Bowen, 1L.
SA Vice President Eric Daleo was re-elected with 51 percent of the vote after the
Student Bar Association endorsed him.
SBA officials estimate that more than 500 law students voted on the first day of
the elections and another 100 turned out the second day based on a review of the
voting rolls. Election officials report, however, that only 300 paper ballots were cast
university-wide for SA president. Law students were among the few at the University
who used paper ballots, but those numbers would indicate that more than half of the
law students who voted failed to select a president. Additional concerns have been
raised about the abnormally high second day turnout at the Medical School, along
wiht absentee ballots which turned out 600 votes the second day, according to sources
within the Student Association.

Allegations of E-Mail
Abuse Arise From Election
BY ALAN TAUBER

Staff Writer
Allegations have arisen that at least
three winners of the recent Student Bar
Association elections may have violated
University policy by sending out mass emails to students urging them to vote in the
SBA elections. The three winners, SBA

1

President-elect Corrie Westbrook, SBAVice

President-Elect Laurie Belony and 3L Rep-

resentative-Elect Michael Silver, each sent
out e-mails to large groups of students, en

employee benefits, public sector, immigra
tion and education, and school law." He
added that the markets in mediation/ADR,
environmental, antitrust, and health care
law are warming while mergers and acqui
sitions, telecommunications, and infrastruc
ture projects are cooling fields.
Nair said that assessment matched
her experience, noting that her friends with
technical backgrounds had little difficulty
finding work in the intellectual property
field. "I'd say 99 percent of the people I
know with jobs are on Law Review or do
IP," she said, adding that those on Faw
Review represent the small slice of students
at the front of the grade curve.
Nair plans to continue her search for
work in the coming weeks. She said she
checks E-attorney regularly and reads the
CDO newsletter. She also reads evaluations
in the CDO written by students about their
past jobs in hopes of finding an interesting
position to pursue.
Thrasher suggested students follow
Nair's example and continue searching,
especially as summer draws nearer. "Much
of the hiring that happens from here on out
is done by small and medium-sized employ
ers as well as government agencies, judges

SNOW

(primarily at the trial court level), and pub- | couraging them to vote in the SBA elec
lie interest organizations," he said. "And it tions and asking students to vote for them.
As of press time no complaints have
is important to understand that these types
of employers often hire much closer to the been filed, although inquiries were made
time of their anticipated need and that their of the administration asking if this violated
University policy. According to Allyson
process may be much more drawn out."
The CDO recently contacted more Martinez, Chair of the SBA Elections Com
than 700 of these smaller employers in t he mittee, there are "no rules governing the
D.C. area to ask about employment oppor use of e -mail to solicit votes." All candi
tunities, Thrasher said. The CDO will post dates are provided with a packet detailing
openings on E-attorney as employers re campaign rules, which deal exclusively with
spond. Students need only remain hopeful postering and class announcement restric
tions. According to the SBA Bylaws, any
and active in the search process, he said.
"It is very important to be engaged complaints must be filed in writing within
in the job search process. Actively seek out
contacts by attending information sessions
on particular practice areas and meet with
one of the career counselors to devise a strat
egy that will help keep your job search on
track," he said. "Keep your resume and
cover letter fresh, and keep them circulat
ing."
And just how did Nair land her work
for the summer? "I went to a reception,"
she said. "I was lucky."

#/
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ordinances had placed a moratorium on
shoveling sidewalks to prevent exhaustion,
injury, etc., but walkways remained icy days
after the storm. Pedestrians were still walk
ing in streets and falling on sidewalks long
after the weather cleared.
Numerous students have voiced frus
tration over the law school's delayed class
cancellation February 18th. Nicholas Dietz,
a 2L, voiced his frustration at this late no
tice. "Were they waiting for a miracle heat
wave to hit or perhaps a sudden advance

ment in D.C.'s snow-plowing capabilities
that would put it on the cutting edge of 19th
century technology?"
With all this in the past, the perti
nent question to ask is how will this day
(or for some, days) be made up. Though
the administration was unavailable for com
ment, it seems likely that the missed Tues
day will be made up during the reading
period, while any subsequent class cancel
lations will have to be made up at the teach
ers' and classes' convenience.

fourty-eight hours of the announcement of
results. The deadline for filing complaints
ended at 2:00 a.m. Saturday morning.
Belony says she only intended to email the solicitation to "a group of her close
friends" and accidentia cc.d the message
to the ervt\Te \\_ hAetAXor/WeTWee VCVAAY\\\£, WvA.

Belony e-maYled an apology out to those

students once she realized her mistake.
Westbrook too was unaware that sending
out mass solications for votes violated Uni

versity Policy. "There was no notice to us
that this would be a violation of University
Policy. The rules we were given in the elec
tion packet limited our costs, where we
could campaign, and how we could cam
paign. If we have no notice, we wouldn't
know that this is a violation. If I had known
it was a violation, I w ouldn't have sent the
e-mail," explained Westbrook. Silver could
not be reached for comment.
Editor's Note: Editor-in-Chief, Mark
Hershfield and Managing Editor Andrew
Thompson contributed to this story.
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Court Watch
BY GUALBERTO GARC IA JONE S AND SAM IA NASE EM
Spy Will Live ... in Jail.
A man accused of offering to sell mili
tary secrets to Iraq and Libya was convicted
as a spy but spared the death sentence last
week.
Bryan P. Regan, a retired Air Force
intelligence analyst, was convicted on two
counts of attempted espionage and one
count of gathering national defense infor
mation. However, he was acquitted on a
fourth charge of trying to spy for Libya.
Regan would have been the first spy sen
tenced to death since the end of the Cold
War.
Regan was spared a death sentence
because the prosecution was unable to prove
that Regan had attempted to sell specific
secrets such as nuclear weapons or war
plans.
After the jury deliberations, a juror
speaking on condition of anonymity ex
plained that the death penalty issue never
came up during deliberations on the Iraq
charges. He said it was simply a matter of
evidence. "We weren't even considering
what the punishment would be."
The jurors faced a difficult decision
the previous week when they expressed their
belief that Regan was guilty but that he
didn't qualify for the death penalty. The
judge allowed the jury to retire for the week
end and continued the deliberations on

Monday. The jury finally decided that the
evidence, while enough to prove that Regan
was a spy, did not specifically prove that
the information offered to the countries
warranted the death penalty was proven.
Two rapists and murderers have death
sentence changed to life without parole.
A decision by the Supreme Court
handed down last June was the basis for
changing the sentences of two Colorado
death-row inmates from death to life with
out parole. The decision constitutionally
mandates that juries alone must make the
findings of fact in capital cases and not a
panel of judges.
Mr. Woldt was convicted of kidnap
ping and raping a college student in C olo
rado Springs. Mr. Martinez was convicted
for kidnapping and murdering a fourteenyear-old in Commerce City. Both were tried
under a 1995 Colorado law that enabled the
trial of capital cases by a panel of three
judges.
The state argued that the panel had
made the necessary findings of fact in the
case and that the sentences should stand.
Alternatively, the state argued that a new
jury should be impaneled and a new trial
conducted.
Court bars camera in jury deliberation of
capital punishment case
In a six-three decision, the Court of
Criminal Appeals said that taping jury de
liberations would violate the "ancient and
centuries-old rule that jury deliberations
should be private and confidential."
The documentary was intended to run
as a PBS "Frontline" program and would
have been the first in a U.S. capital punish
ment case.
In arguments last month, one judge
questioned whether the taping of the delib
erations would not turn the show into a re
ality TV show like CBS's "Survivor."
Texas State District Judge Ted Poe
had agreed in November to allow "Front

line" to tape the deliberations in the mur
der trial of seventeen-year-old Cedric
Harrison, who could face the death penalty
if convicted of killing a man during a
carjacking.
The Criminal Appeals court decision
was based on a state law that guarantees
complete confidentiality of jury delibera
tions by prohibiting any non-juror from
being present during jury deliberations.
Attorneys arguing for the admissibility of
the taping said that the camera could be
operated by remote control so that no one
would be physically present. However in
Judge Poe's lower court decision, the court
allowed a "Frontline" crew to be in the same
room during the taping.
Prosecutors, on the other hand, said
cameras would corrupt the jury's delibera
tive environment and might result in some
jurors not focusing on the deliberations at
hand, instead putting on a show for a po
litical cause.
Judge Poe's attorney, Chip Babcock,
argued, "We have in this country and this
world a huge debate over the propriety of
putting people to death, and Texas and Har
ris County are right in the middle of it."
In a dissent, Judge Mike Keasler
noted that the statute doesn't address the
use of cameras specifically and therefore the
court must allow the taping. In response,
Texas legislators have drafted a bill that
would ban the recording of jury delibera
tions.
Iowa faith-based prison
ministry program under attack
Americans United for Separation of
Church and State (AUSCS) recently filed
lawsuits challenging the constitutionality
faith-based initiatives on behalf of Jerry D.
Ashburn, who is serving a life sentence for
murder, and on behalf of the families of
three other inmates. According to the
AUSCS suit, most inmates at Iowa's New
ton Correctional have no privacy, even
when they use the toilet. But if prisoners
agree to participate in the voluntary Bible
study group, they are given keys to their
cell doors, private bathrooms, free phone
calls, and even access to big-screen televi
sions.
President Bush has pushed such faithbased initiative programs that encourage
religious organizations to enter the govern
ment-sponsored field of providing social
services, which the plaintiffs believe is a
violation of the First Amendment.
Mark Early, now the President of
Prison Fellowship and a former attorney
general of Virginia, described the program
as constitutional and deeply needed. Early
explained the constitutionality of faithbased programs by noting that everyone
who participates in the program knows it
will involve religious morals. Early de
scribed his program as a "distinctly faithbased program from a distinctly Christian
perspective," but qualified it in that "ev
eryone knows that upfront" and participa
tion is voluntary.
Early, also pointed out that prisoners
who have participated in the oldest of these
InnerChange programs (established in
Texas in 1997) have a repeat offender rate
of "only 8 percent as compared to general
recidivism rates of over 50 percent and a
control group rate of 20 percent."
InnerChange's programs combine

Bible study with job training at prisons in
Iowa, Texas, Minnesota, and Kansas. The
case brought by the AUSCS only challenges
the Iowa program, but will likely provide a
test that other courts will consider when
judging the constitutionality of governmentsupported faith-based social services.
In the Iowa prison system, the money
used by InnerChange solely for religious
purposes comes from the revenue of pay
phones inmates use. AUSCS contends that
it is too difficult to track sources of money
and that it is impossible to insure that these
faith-based programs won't use federal
funds for impermissible purposes.
Battle over Estrada continues
On February 12th, the White House
refused to turn over internal Justice Depart
ment memoranda written by judicial nomi
nee Miguel Estrada. President Bush has
nominated Mr. Estrada for a seat on the U.S.
Court of Appeals for the District of Colum
bia.
Democrats in the Senate vowed to
stall the nomination until they were allowed
access to documents detailing Estrada's
ideological views.
The Estrada nomination, like almost
all of the recent nominations to the Federal
Bench, has created a deep political rift be
tween Republicans and Democrats, with

Democrats going so far as to filibuster the
Senate to block Estrada's nomination.
In a fifteen-page letter to the Demo
cratic leaders in the Senate, White House
Counsel Alberto Gonzales wrote, "Based on
our reading of history, we believe that you
have ample information about this nomi
nee and have had more than enough time
to consider questions about his qualifica
tions and suitability.... We urge you to stop
the unfair treatment, end the filibuster, al
low an up-or-down vote and vote to con
firm Mr. Estrada."
Estrada, who was born in Honduras
and is considered a conservative, would be
the first Hispanic to serve on the U.S. Court
of Appeals for the District of Columbia.
Bush nominated Estrada nearly two years
ago.

old stepsons, one of whom is a
Marine."We'd like to challenge George
Bush to send one of his twins to war. Then
let's have a discussion about whether or not
we should go to war," she said. The presi
dent has twenty-one-year-old twin daugh
ters.
Bonifaz also distinguished his from
those filed by soldiers during the Vietnam
War. Bonifaz explained that those plaintiffs
lost because the courts found Congress had
taken concrete steps to authorize a war, like
appropriating money and authorizing the
draft, which, while not positively declar
ing war, showed the necessary acquiescence
to satisfy the Constitution. Such steps had
not yet been taken, he argued.
Protestors Improperly Punished
The Supreme Court ruled eight to one
that the nationwide injunction barring
people from interfering with abortion clinic
business would be lifted based on the im
proper use of federal racketeering and ex
tortion laws to punish anti-abortion protest
ors. The ruling will apply to protestors of
every sort, not just anti-abortionists.
Chief Justice William H. Rehnquist,
writing for the majority, said that the pro
testors' activity did not qualify as extortion
because they did not actually "obtain" any
thing.
The decision was a great triumph for
anti-abortion protestors who were ordered
to pay $258,000 in damages and had been
barred from interfering with abortion clinic
business for ten years. The case began in
1986 when NOW and two other abortion
clinics claimed that they should be protected
from violent protests by racketeering and
extortion laws. They asserted that protest
ors blocked clinic entrances, threatened
doctors, patients and clinic staff, and de
stroyed equipment.
Rehnquist stated that some abortion
protesters had interfered with clinic opera
tions and committed crimes, but none of
this amounted to extortion.

Gunman Charged With Capital Murder
An Alabama gunman has been
charged with capital murder for going on a
Judge tosses suit by disgruntled
deadly shooting rampage, killing four men
citizens against Bush's war in Iraq
and wounding a fifth. Emanuel Burl
A judge last week threw out a suit Patterson went to Labor Ready, Inc. at 6:30
filed by a group of citizens consisting of a.m. on February 25th and joined as many
soldiers, legislators, and parents of soldiers as fifteen people who were waiting for work.
to enjoin the use of military force in Iraq Patterson became engaged in a heated ar
without a declaration of war from Congress. gument over a CD player and pulled out a
The plaintiffs, who include several Con gun within moments, claiming he was go
gressmen, alleged that the October resolu ing to settle the argument. Witnesses recol
tion passed by the Congress authorizing lect that the argument was about CDs and
force did not specifically authorize war. The twenty dollars. "There was some guys pick
judge determined there was no direct con ing at (the gunman) and pushing him,
flict between the branches warranting ju laughing at him," one witness said. "They
dicial intervention.
pushed him into a comer."
Faced with negative precedent, the
Patterson surrendered at his apart
plaintiffs noted their unique composition. ment eight hours later after a standoff where
When comparing Bush Sr.'s use of force in he shot at officers, injuring none. He has
the Gulf War of the early 1990s and the been characterized as very unstable. Madi
case filed on that occasion by fifty-four son County District Attorney Tim Morgan
members of Congress, Boston attorney John said capital murder charges were likely.
Bonifaz said that this case was different
because soldiers have also asked for this
injunction.
Nancy Lessin, a plaintiff on behalf of
her stepson, urged the president to consider
the possibility of losing his loved ones. She
explained that like the president, she, too,
has twin children - two twenty-five-year-
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OPINIONS & FEATURES

Inside the Faculty
BY BRANDON BRISCOE

News Editor
In a lengthy debate, the faculty dis fill a semester with a clinic or outside place
cussed changing the system of honoring law ment position offering ungraded credit
students in the top percentages of their class along with one or two small classes with
and later considered a somewhat controver out curves to give themselves an uncharac
sial appointment of a visiting professor at teristically high GPA that would warrant
a meeting Friday. The faculty also selected distinction.
a new member for the GW Faculty Senate
Professor Paul Butler disagreed, ar
and approved new classes for the fall.
guing that such a scenario reflected prob
Dean Jeffrey Gutman, who chairs the lems with how credit is given and graded,
Curriculum Committee, brought a proposal not how students should be honored. "I
to the faculty to award Washington and think if students are in the top thirty-five
Marshall Scholar designations based on percent even for a semester, they should be
semester grade point averages instead of the honored."
cumulative GPA system now in place. Stu
Referring to Wilmarth's mention of
dents in the top fifteen and thirty-five per Georgetown, Professor Lawrence Mitchell
cent of their classes earn those honors re said the Law School is too preoccupied with
spectively, but until now it has only been other schools and should be confident in
technologically posthe graduates it pro
sible to calculate the
duces, regardless of
honors on cumulative
"I worry not so much
honors distinctions.
basis. At graduation
"We
have this residual
that we're going to be
and on diplomas, dis
collective inferiority
the 'Enron School of
tinctions of "highest
complex," he said. "We
honors," "high hon
should
say, 'Our stu
Law' but the 'Lake
ors," and "honors" are
dents are good enough
Woebegone School of
awarded to the top
for you to hire,"' add
three, ten, and forty
Law' - it's getting to
ing that he has been in
percent of the class re
creasingly
impressed by
the point where eighty
spectively.
the students in his
percent of the students
Gutman said the
classes over the past
faculty expressed a de
five
years.
can put a distinction on
sire to award the hon
Dean
Roger
their resume."
ors on a semester-byTransgrud agreed that
semester basis when it
Professor Roger
a semester-based hon
instituted the distinc
ors system made sense.
Schecter
"Our grading system is
tions, so his committee
extremely
frontoffered the proposal to
meet those wishes with newly available loaded," he said. He noted the case of a 1L
technology. The change would benefit stu student who persevered through the first
dents the most who perform poorly in their semester despite an illness that is now be
first year and are never able to raise their ing effectively treated. "My guess is that
class rank even with stellar performances she will do much better, but her cumula
later in their career. "Rather than leaving tive GPA will always be affected."
them persistently behind, this offers them Transgrud said students in those types of
a chance to catch up and gives them fodder situations should be eligible for honors later
in their careers without being negatively
for their resumes," said Gutman.
Reaction was sharp on both sides of impacted by a slow start.
The debate enjoyed a moment of lev
the issue, which was sent back to the com
mittee for further discussion and for con ity when Professor Lorri Unumb argued for
sideration of an amendment that would cre the "Dean's List" distinction to alleviate the
ate a "Dean's List" for honoring students difficulty she's experienced in deciphering
various honors on resumes. Drawing laugh
on a semester basis.
Professor Arthur Wilmarth objected ter, Unumb - who also directs the Legal
to the original proposal, noting that employ Research and Writing Program - said, "I
ers would likely be confused, particularly would very much be in favor of making the
because students under the proposal would label 'Dean's Fellow' - I mean 'Dean's
have to indicate exactly which semesters List.
The faculty later considered offering
they earned the honors. Fie said the change
a
tenured
position to Professor Kevin
would make students' records less transpar
Kordana,
who
is visiting this semester from
ent to employers who would have to muddle
the
University
of Virginia and has been the
through definitions to understand what the
subject
of
rumors
that appeared in two stu
student had done. "Why would we want to
dent-written
evaluations,
one from both his
become the 'Enron School of Law' by mak
Contracts
and
Corporations
classes. Said
ing our students less transparent?" he asked.
Appointments
Committee
Chairman
"The reason we've always done well com
Stephen
Saltzburg,
"You
don't
ever want
pared to schools like Georgetown is because
to
be
the/victim
of
a
rumor
at
the
GW law
we've been more transparent."
school."
Professor Roger Schechter, who pro
An investigation by the committee
posed the amendment to create a Dean's
indicated
that Kordana hosted a party for
List for semester honors, said he felt the
his
first-year
students in September. Be
proposal would reward too many students.
cause
his
apartment
was too small, Kordana
"I worry not so much that we're going to
held
the
gathering,
which included alco
be the 'Enron School of Law' but the 'Lake
hol,
at
a
friend's
house.
Students told the
Woebegone School of Law' - it's getting to
committee
that
one
of
Kordana's
friends hit
the point where eighty percent of the stu
on
a
student
in
a
consensual
exchange
in
dents can put a distinction on their resume."
which
she
volunteered
her
phone
number.
Schechter argued that semester hon
ors would encourage students to juggle their The committee found no indication that
schedules to facilitate a high GPA that Kordana knew about the event. "One per
would entitle them to a distinction for their son said he was talking about clerking for
resumes. You're going to introduce a cer- Posner in another room somewhere," said
tain amount of gamesmanship," he fore Sarah Aiman, who briefed the faculty as a
casted. Schechter suggested students might student member of the committee.

Who's Afraid of the Big
Bad Terrorist
Call me crazy, but I don't get it. Duct without oxygen ... would you do it? Well,
tape and plastic? Why are so many Ameri genius, what do you think would happen if
cans running to the stores to stock on these you covered your windows in plastic and
materials? Better yet, tuna fish and battery- sealed your room so no bad chemicals or
operated radios? Have people gone off the biological agents could get in? You would
deep end? With the terror alert being raised suffocate, because oxygen couldn't get in,
to "High," the focus of many has shifted so there you have it.
away from the terrible economy and our
The most troubling aspect of the re
personal lives to a fear of an impending ter cent emphasis on being prepared; is the role
rorist attack. For many people, the past few our government is playing in creating this
weeks have been filled with an immeasur atmosphere of paranoia. Our government
able amount of stress and apprehension.
and our political leaders should be calm
I, for one, do not believe in living in ing forces. They should be like our parents,
fear. When we live in fear, we let our en the voices of reason that stand up and tell
emies win. It's similar to our run-ins with us that everything is going to be all right,
the schoolyard bully. When we had to walk but lately the opposite is true. Countless po
to school a different way or eat our lunch at litical leaders have warned us to be vigi
a certain time, the bully had won. He or lant and to be on alert (after all it was the
she had caused us to change our
government that put us in this state
daily routine. We no longer
of "high alert"). In eslived our lives in the
sence, these politiway we wanted,
cians have in
but we lived
creased
the
our lives in
• paranoia and
fear.
The •
fear, instead
same is true
• of eneouragwith this lat
" ing us to go
est rash of •
•
about with our
•
paranoia
• daily lives. This
BY MARK HERSHFIELD
which is spreadis a shame. Politiing across this nacians should not attion. When we go out and
**"•••!
tempt to score political
buy duct tape or invest in cartloads
points at the expense of imposing a
of tuna fish, we have once again given in to cloud of fear on Americans.
the butty.
YAow \s t\oC Ov. vvrrve Vo V w \v , w ;v,\ou\ \
There is nothing wrong per se with Tor this mtYrin. to move torwaTd, we neeh

INSIDE
HERSHFIELDS
HEAD

being prepared. But preparedness has its

limits. There is nothing wrong with hav
ing a snow shovel in case it snows, but it is
quite another thing to keep your own per
sonal snow truck parked in your backyard.
There is nothing wrong with reading
tomorrow's assignment for fear of being
called on, but it is quite another thing to
memorize entire cases out of fear of being
called on. It is one thing to have drills where
students duck below their desks in case of
a nuclear explosion, it is quite another to
live your life under that very same desk.
We live in a world of uncertainty, and
for some this is an uncomfortable feeling.
The question is how does duct tape or plas
tic restore that comfort level? How does
enclosing one's dwelling in a cocoon-like
structure make us any safer? If the govern
ment told you to lock yourself in a room
"We've decided the rumors are base
less," said Aiman. "No one has been will
ing or able or capable of telling of us any
thing more specific."
Aiman said the incident is an impor
tant reminder to students that end-of-thesemester evaluations should be taken seri
ously. "It would be a shame if something
like this hurt his career if there weren't any
substantial and clear indications that he did
anything wrong."
Aiman drew praise and applause from
the faculty for her deft handling of a sensi
tive matter. "I just want to compliment you
with how you discharged a very difficult
task," said Professor Ira "Chip" Lupu.
The faculty also approved new classes
for next semester, including "Litigation in
the Federal Government" and "U.S. Export
Control Law and Regulation." Next year
will also feature a host of visiting faculty
member teaching a wide variety of topics,
including European Union Law and E-commerce.
At its last meeting, the faculty re
elected Wilmarth to a position in the GW

to get on with business as usual. While it is
true that no one should ever forget about

the attack on this nation, we cannot go
through every day our lives waiting for an
other attack. There is always a chance that
you may get hit by a car when you are cross
ing a street, but how many people dwell on
that point on a daily basis?
So who is afraid of the big bad ter
rorists you ask? Not me. I am going to con
tinue on with my daily routine, going in
and out of the city, going to work and class.
So while you are off at Home Depot stock
ing up on supplies or duct-taping your win
dows, I will be sitting at home watching
TV and waiting for the day when Ameri
cans finally get back in touch with reality,
and learn to live their lives with courage
instead of fear.

Faculty Senate, but it was later revealed that
it was instead Professor Gregory Maggs
whose term had expired. "Professor
Wilmarth now technically holds two seats
in the Faculty Senate," joked Transgrud.
In nominations, Mitchell drew laugh
ter when he offered a facetious nomination
because at least two names had to be nomi
nated. Professor Cynthia Lee had already
been nominated and was later elected.
Schechter pointed out that despite the hu
mor, the Faculty Senate was an important
body that was involved in decisions about
issues like health coverage and the school
calendar.
Mitchell immediately responded. "I
withdraw my nomination and nominate
Professor Shechter."
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Capital Punishment
Use It Wisely

Moral Courage, Folly, and
Disenchantment

BY DEREK MELLO

BY GUALBERTO GARCIA JONES

Staff Writer

Staff Writer

The recent decision by the State of
Illinois to suspend all death sentences has
raised new questions about the appropriateness of the death penalty. I am concerned
that those who support or oppose the death
penalty will only stake out those extreme
positions and will not really look into what
is really causing problems with the current
capital punishment system. The real problem with capital punishment is that it is
not used enough in cases that it should be
and it is used too much in cases where it is
inappropriate.
Capital punishment is used too often
in cases where there is little hard evidence,
but where there is a great public outcry for
justice because of the nature of the crime,
This can cause problems because the pressure to arrest someone can lead to a mistake. On the other hand, capital punishment
is not used enough when the evidence is so
strong that there is no question of who did
it. This is because these crimes are often
not the kind that shock people or that draw
public attention, and it is easier and cheaper
to allow the defendant to plead guilty and
get a life sentence. This defeats the purposes
of deterring crime, protecting society, and
carrying out the ultimate punishment that
are the basis for having capital punishment,
Fixing capital punishment requires
using it in the right cases - those that there
is no question about the guiit of the person,
When \ sa-y n o question about the guiit of
the defendant I do not mean that they were
convicted, but that there is no possible question the person did it. This even higher standard should be used to decide what cases
are appropriate for capital punishment,
Given the amount of video surveillance,
DNA, and other scientific evidence that
exists today there are likely many crimes
that meet this standard. Two examples of
such cases are the DC Sniper case and

Jeffery Dahmer. (For those that do not recall, Jeffery Dahmer was the serial killer
whose refrigerator was found filled with
body parts of his victims.) No possible question of guilt exists in both cases,
By definition, using capital punishment in the right cases requires also not
using it where it is inappropriate. As I said,
I believe this is where the real problem with
current use of capital punishment lies. Publie pressure and the gruesome nature of the
crime should not determine whether the
death penalty is sought. The standard for
using capital punishment should not be simply that someone was convicted but that
there is no possible question of guilt proved
by non-refutable evidence. For example,
take the O.J. Simpson case. (I am using this
case only because everyone knows the facts,
but for my point assume there was no DNA
evidence.) Had O.J. been convicted this
would not h::ve been an appropriate case
for capital punishment. There was a lot of
circumstantial evidence against him, and
even some compelling physical evidence,
but there was not the kind of irrefutable evidence as in the DC Sniper or Dahmer cases,
For capital punishment to serve the
goals of deterrence and protecting society,
it must not simply be limited to those cases
appropriate for it but it must actually be
used. By applying it only to cases that meet
this higher standard, much of the current
need for endless appeals will be ended. Only
when capital punishment means that the
person will not sit on death row for twenty
years while endless appeals drag on can it
be effective. By adopting this higher standard of determining which cases are fit for
capital punishment and actually following
through and using it in those cases, the dangers of mistakes will be eliminated and
those who truly deserve the ultimate punishment will get it.

When the Big Hand is On
the Ten, Class is Over
BY ALAN TAUBER

Staff Writer
This week's column goes out to our
distinguished faculty. I, along with many
of my fellow students, have a complaint. It
deals with a simple issue, that I would ex
pect tenured professors to have mastered:
time management.
Over the past few weeks I've noticed
a disturbing trend. Classes are slowly get
ting longer. Class used to end at ten min
utes 'til the hour, but slowly I find my time
between classes slipping away as professors
take more and more time to finish class.
Now I, for one, learned to tell time in el
ementary school, but maybe it's time for a
refresher course. When the big hand is on
the ten, class is over (this does not apply to
Professor Butler's Criminal Procedure
class, which ends at 1:15).
Now, I admit that I don't always have
a problem with staying a little late. If we're
at the end of a unit or a particularly long
case, I don't mind staying a little late to
finish up so that we can jump right in to
the next issue on the following class. But
when it becomes a regular occurrence, per
haps it's time to revise your class notes and

re-evaluate your teaching style. Here's a
simple hint that I w ish some of my profes
sors would follow. Don't start a case with
two minutes left in the class. You and I both
know that you're not going to finish in two
minutes, so don't start.
This may seem like a petty thing to
complain about, but at times it can be a se
rious issue. Almost every student I know
has one day of the week that is extra long.
For me, it's Tuesday. I have class from 1PM
to 8PM with only one hour off. That means
the only break I g et is the ten minutes be
tween classes. Also, some classes take
longer to get to. Thus, when one professor
goes long, students end up late to their fol
lowing class. This is disrespectful both to
the other professor and to the students in
the class who made it there on time.
I'm not asking for a lot here. Just re
member that most classes run for either fifty
minutes or one hundred minutes. Either
way, class ends at 10 'til. Do us all a favor
and remember this the next time 3:48 rolls
around and you think about launching into
the next case.

Everyone knows what all professors Asian people.
What did this have to do with consti
always tell us at the beginning of the se
mester, namely to not be afraid to speak up. tutional law? Well, I think personal gut feel
This is a truism, and I really wish profes ings have a lot to do with our fundamental
assumptions and policy considerations, and
sors would stop saying it.
We have all experienced being in that of judges that for better or for worse
class with that person that takes up five shape constitutional law. However, in a
minutes of each and every class to give his classroom of 150 students and a fifty-minute
or her heartfelt opinion. In the spirit of class, voicing these opinions in a less con
academia and tactfulness, students put up cise and eloquent manner than I just did
with it, although then they vent about the made me feel terrible, like I had just jumped
person in q uestion privately to their circle over the wide gap of political incorrectness
onto the land of racism.
of friends.
I t hink this incident has taught me a
The problem most people have with
few things about
those who share
speaking up in class
their feelings in
What I dislike is people
class is that the
though. The first is
classroom confessor
that
when dealing
confessing their moral
is literally taking up
with questions of
dilemmas, assuming airs,
the little time that
extemporaneous
the professor has to
personal reflection,
and reinforcing their
expound upon and
the size of the dis
legalistic persona by
try to clarify the en
cussion group mat
blurting out legal-sounding
tangled nest of the
ters a great deal. I
law.
will not make the
words that vanish into thin
Sharing one's
same mistake again,
air after one ponders their
moral or personal
and I apologize if I
experiences never
insulted anyone by
meaning.
bothers me very
the assumptions
much; I actually
which
my
find people's personal lives and experiences incoherency surely aroused.
much more fascinating than the law. What
It seems to me that;/ this university
1 dislike is people confessing their moral and the professors that so stolidly proclaim
dilemmas, assuming airs, and reinforcing

their legalistic persona by blurting out le
gal-sounding words that vanish into thin
air after one ponders their meaning. But
with the exception of these few people my
experience is that shared comments are al
ways interesting.
Yet, as I learned from my own con
fession in my constitutional law class to
day, the legal value of these confessions to
the confessor and the class in general are
less valuable than comic relief is to drama.
Not only are they worthless, but they are
vexing and toxic.
Let me set the stage of my classroom
confession. While discussing the effective
ness of racial integration with respect to
affirmative action, I volunteered my own
experience that different races tend not to
want to mix in a social/academic environ
ment. I w as trying to say that in my "affir
mative action" experience, having taken
part in a scholarship group for minorities
(mostly Black but also some Asian, His
panic, and Native American), I didn't think
that racial diversity enhanced academic
learning environments because race is sim
ply unrelated to academic knowledge. Fur
thermore I tried to indicate through my ex
perience that putting people together in an
academic environment doesn't cure soci
ety of social/racial segregation because mi
nority groups self-segregate. As proof, I
proffered the fact that although I ha d been
in this incredibly racially diverse group for
four years in college, I didn't make a single
racially diverse long-term friendship. I was
trying to expose a conundrum, which I find
to be important, and frustrating, and that is
that Black, and White, and Hispanic people
will tend to voluntarily form separate
cliques. In my experience, having been in
a diverse group did not enrich my academic
or social experience. What this interaction
with people of a different race and culture
did was show me what I already knew,
namely that educated Black people are as
intelligent as educated White, Hispanic, or

the principle of freedom of expression re
ally want to have the students learn the law

from "their insides" out, then discussion
groups have to be created for every class. 1
am not suggesting section-type groups, led
and organized by students. I am suggest
ing discussion sections led by knowledge
able professors and where personal com
ments are truly welcomed, relevant, and can
be developed. If we want to learn the black
letter law, then let's head back to the time
of Lincoln, where you literally read the law
and were spared the $100,000.
The second thing this incident crys
tallized for me is what 1 h ave been slowly
learning in law school, that while the prin
ciple inspiring the law is broad and beauti
ful, the principle governing the law, and
therefore the job of an honest lawyer, is
straight and narrow. Other more alert stu
dents have surely learned this, and I have
noticed how effective the legal arguments
that coolly pit past precedents against each
other are when compared to the arguments
that emphasize moral dilemmas.
In the end, the king of lawyers, as
opposed to the philosopher king, is the one
who examines the law from afar, and can
juggle the inconsistencies in j udgment and
interpretation. The honest lawyer, limited
by the law's emphasis on functionality, will
be vexed and find solace in the small bits
of the law that jibe with a standard of mo
rality. The academic lawyer will be satis
fied with the discovery and classification
of these juggling idiosyncrasies. The prac
tical human lawyer will either juggle the
law, amuse the crowd, and run off with the
booty, or else walk away and let the world
sort itself out (sometimes these lawyers be
come academics themselves!).
I am not sure what kind of lawyer I
am, but I can tell you that law school has
not led to any deep self realizations but
rather to a deep disenchantment with the
law, and an increasing political measure
ment of my public comments.
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Not as Prestigious
as You Think
BY JEREMY MEDEVOY

Staff Writer
I am sick and tired of job applications
that require law review or journal experi
ence. My frustration stems not from my dis
taste for such journals. To the contrary, I
think journals are extremely beneficial to
students, and I am envious not to be on one.
Journals provide students with an opportu
nity to gain valuable research experience.
They provide leadership and organizational
skills to those members on editorial boards.
Further, they benefit the entire legal pro
fession by providing a forum for important
legal issues. The benefits continue.
So then, from what does my frustra
tion arise? Despite the countless benefits of
serving on a journal, I refuse to accept the
unquestioned incredible prestige of such
positions. Serving on a journal is given
enormous weight by employers. While serv
ing on a journal is certainly a wonderful
accomplishment, I argue that it is not as
prestigious as some would think because it
is a student-run organization. Students read
and evaluate the first-year competitors and
decide membership. Students select the edi
torial board. Students evaluate the mem
bers' notes. Students do practically every
thing. I do not have any problem with this
set-up. It makes perfect sense - after all, it
is a student-run organization. My only point
is that because of this arrangement, the jour
nals are not as prestigious as some like to

think.
Why is law review, for example, more
prestigious than a judicial internship for a

local trial judge? Let's think about this.
When a student works for a judge, who re
views the intern's research and writing? An

You

accomplished judge. Who evaluates the law
journal students' notes? Law students, who
are no different than the writers. Again, I
want to stress that there is absolutely no
problem with this, and it of course, makes
perfect sense. Just don't come talking to me
about this unbelievable amount of prestige.
Another example: picture two resumes that
are pretty much identical, except for one
thing. Student A serves on law review dur
ing the school year. Student B serves as a
research assistant for Professor Maggs dur
ing the school year. Which is more presti
gious? In my eyes, the answer is easy, but
don't tell me your average employer would
select the student with the research assistantship. Why? One is being evaluated and
learning from one of the brightest legal
scholars. The other is receiving feedback
from a student.
Some critics suggest that journals
should change their set-up to allow profes
sors to evaluate the work. I think this is an
awful idea. First of all, the student leaders
of the journals would never allow it, be
cause I honestly believe that students at the
top of such organizations truly believe that
they are as qualified as professors or judges
to evaluate their members' work and writ
ing. Remember that law students are the
antithesis of humble. They are Terrell
Owens and not Barry Sanders. But also,
such journals should not be forced to change
because they are student-run organizations,
and students benefit tremendously from the
set-up. They gain organizational skills, as
well as great research and writing skills.
Further, they are student organizations that
serve a very valuable function in the legal
community. Just don't talk to me about pres
tige.

aGot
Problem?

Don't like something you read?
Upset with the administration?
Think your fellow students need a reality check?
We want to hear about it!

WRITE TO NOTA BENE!
E-mail your letter to the editor to NotaBene@gwu.edu. All
submissions need to be in e ither MS Word or Wordperfect
format. Anonymous submissions will not be accepted.

Coalition Alleges SUVs'
Gas Tanks Aid Terrorism
BY PAUL J. MEISSNER

Opinion Editor
My good friend drives a sport-utility
vehicle. This may bring him closer to the
mgged outdoors. It may help him haul his
lumber and equipment though the endless
mountains and gorgeous streams of the
Shenandoah Valley. It may help him to get
to those hard-to-reach places so he could
go mountain climbing or kayaking. Well,
actually my friend does not do anything of
these things. You see my friend does not
live in the mountains of western Virginia
or in the Australian Outback. He is no log
ger, construction worker, or extreme ath
lete. He is a law student at George Wash
ington University and lives in Montgom
ery County.
It turns out that my good friend (sorry
about making fun of you, here) is not alone.
Millions of Americans drive sport utility ve
hicles (SUVs) for reasons seemingly un
known. All I see on television are SUVs as
the liberators of the suburban housewife and
the male in h is midlife crisis. I see SUVs
traversing streams, rugged mountaintops,
and at least two of the Great Lakes to get
people only God knows where. In TV-Land,
I see trucks riding through empty urban
avenues as the demons of the road, a force
to be reckoned with. They are the testoster
one-powered machines of the future for all
to fear.
The real life ending to the love affair
with the sport utility vehicle leaves much
to be desired. The estimated fuel efficiency

of a typical SUV is fourteen miles per gal
lon, about half that of the average-sized
automobile. They take up a lot of room on
city streets and parking lots requiring more
road capacity and parking space to accom
modate them. According to government
studies, SUVs account for a disproportion
ately high number of accidents and are
much more likely to flip over than regularsized automobiles. Also, the average SUV
is much more expensive to own and insure
than its regular-sized counterpart. Looking
at usefulness, the vast majority of SUV
owners are urbanites with urban occupa
tions. These people, the target audience of
sport utility vehicle advertising, do not re
ally need these vehicles whatsoever.
Concerns about global warming and
dependence on foreign oil have called for a
direct assault on SUV manufacturers and
owners. To combat the increasing popular
ity of SUV ownership, activists have argued
against purchasing these vehicles. As the
latest example, a coalition known as the
Detroit Project attempted to commence a
nationwide advertising campaign equating
SUV ownership with terrorism. Yes, terror
ism. I found a January article from The
Detroit Free Press with a script from one
of these ads:
"This is George. This is the gas that
George bought for his SUV. This is the oil
company executive that sold the gas that
George bought for his SUV. These are the
countries where the executive bought the
oil, that made the gas that George bought
for his SUV. And these are the terrorists
who get money from those countries every
time George tills up his SUV."
-- Taken from "TV Spots Heating up
SUV Fight," by Julie Hinds, The Detroit
Free Press, January 9, 2003.
The Detroit Project under its leader,
Arianna Huffington, tried to air this com
mercial and ones similar to it in Detroit
during the 2003 auto show. Many of the

city's television stations refused to air it.
One station cited that the ads were inap
propriate regardless of their timing.
In my opinion, these "anti-SUV"
commercials were somewhat ridiculous and
appeared to be illogical. First and foremost,
the Detroit Project has not satisfied any
burden of proof that ownership of sport util
ity vehicles is connected to terrorism. The
activist group uses sloppy logic and our
present fear irresponsibly without any real
evidence that SUVs are related to terror
ism. Also, the Detroit Project has yet to ask
the most important question: whether own
ing an automobile at all contributes to na
tions that support terrorism. I own a fine,
full-sized automobile; it is a prerequisite to
moving to places like Fairfax County. Do I
contribute to terrorism when I fill up each
week? I don't know.
People argue that the Detroit Project
is using juvenile scare tactics to force people
not to buy sport utility vehicles or to con
sume too much fuel. The message they have
does have a point, though. For years, socalled "libertarians" have acted as if each
person lives in his or her own bubble. They
acted as if the decisions each person makes
does not have repercussions on the envi
ronment and their fellow humans. Well,
when it comes to owning the sport utility
vehicles, owners either don't know or don't
care about the repercussions SUV owner
ship has on road congestion and the envirorvmervt. Don't SU3V owners know or care

about the world around them more than
having a big, cool car? I don't know that
either.
Though no one can "see" global
warming occur, it is a very real problem.
Some oil companies and car manufactur
ers are aware of the problem and that fuel
emissions are its number one cause. Other
corporations continue to deny scientific
evidence and spend their time lobbying
against environmental regulations. (The
sport-utility vehicle industry is big bucks:
the average SUV makes a car manufacturer
$5,000 more net profit than their averagesized counterparts.) However, at the same
time environmental advocates have stressed
alternative fuels, hybrid cars, and mass tran
sit as alternatives to future environmental
degradation and our dependence on foreign
oil. Just judging by the high demand for
hybrid vehicles and the surprising increase
in mass transit use, the populace is ready
for change, but "Big Oil" and Detroit's "Big
Three" are not.
In sum, this is an instance where I
can fairly say that both the Detroit Project
and SUV owners have it wrong. I hope that
the good people of the Detroit Project would
go away and stop making the problem
worse. They have used fuzzy logic and scare
tactics to keep from open discourse, nego
tiations, and problem solving. SUV own
ers, on the other hand, act as the victims
here and have no qualms with continuing
their useless and environmentally hazard
ous rituals. I th ink if there is a victor here,
it may be the big oil companies and SUV
manufacturers with their eyes closed, ears
plugged, and pockets open as we give them
more money.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
From Blitzkrieg to Blix-krieg: A
Cautionary Tale of Rearmament
BY RONALD T. P. ALCALA

With world opinion divided over Iraq, and even seemingly-innocuous youth
the findings of Dr. Hans Blix and his team groups, were organized and armed. Wit
of weapons experts could set the course for nesses, in many cases, were intimidated into
war or for peace in Iraq. Unconvinced by silence. The inspections themselves, more
the evidence uncovered against Iraq so far, over, were repeatedly hampered by German
key members of the U.N. Security Council obstructionism. Most plant inspections
have balked at war with Iraq and have were conditioned on the presence of Ger
pressed instead for continued weapons in man liaison personnel, and on a few occa
spections. Military force, they insist, should sions, inspectors were physically harassed.
only be used as a last resort. However, con When the inspectors were finally withdrawn
sidering the stalwart trust some world lead in 1926, rearmament began in earnest, and
ers have placed in the inspections process, the rest, as they say, is history. Eventually,
what guarantees do we have that inspec a new German military emerged from the
tions are effective or even useful? How con chrysalis of deceit, and one by one, the na
fident can we be that Dr. Blix and tions of Europe buckled before the
UNMOVIC will succeed in disarming Iraq? Wehrmacht: Austria, Czechoslovakia, Po
And should the fateful decision to go to war land, Denmark, Norway, pacific France.
Is Saddam Hussein the next Adolf
depend so acutely on the outcome of inspec
tions? The outcome of at least one histori Hitler? Is Iraq the next great threat to peace
cal weapons inspections program—the re in our time? The analogies between postFirst World War Ger
gime established by the
many and post-(First?)
Treaty of Versailles to
Gulf War Iraq are in
Is Saddam Hussein
contain post-WWI Ger
many—would suggest
the next Adolf Hitler? triguing. One source of
German defiance after
that inspections are not
Is Iraq the next great
WWI stemmed from a
always effective. The ex
belief
that Germany had
perience may serve as a
threat to peace in our
not fairly lost the war
cautionary tale for those
time? The analogies
and that the Treaty of
wedded to the idea of
Versailles, or "Diktat"
between post-First
continued inspections.
as it was bitterly known,
The Treaty of
World War Germany
VersaiWes, v»/Y\"\cY\ forwas the consequence of
and post-(First?) Gulf
mally ended the First
a grand, cowardly be
World War, engendered
trayal by the country's
War Iraq are
widespread resentment
leadership. Similarly,
intriguing.
by its rancorous terms.
Hussein's defiance of
Not only was Germany
the international com
expected to disarm, pay war reparations, munity derives in part from the hubristic
and accept the ignominy of "war guilt," belief that Iraq succeeded in Desert Storm
Germany was required to comply with a and that Iraqi will triumphed in the face of
regime of weapons inspections designed to American aggression. Like Germany after
ensure compliance with the Treaty's disar Versailles, Iraq appears to have rearmed
mament provisions. Article 203 of the despite the meddling presence of weapons
Treaty established an Inter-Allied Commis inspectors, and like the Germans, the Ira
sion of Control to supervise German execu qis have seemingly employed subterfuge
tion of the military, naval, and air clauses and duplicity to thwart international inspec
of the Treaty. The Commission of Control tion efforts. Nevertheless, the world, in all
was "specially charged with the duty of see its deliberative paralysis, appears naively
ing to the complete execution of the deliv willing to accept Iraq's protestations of in
ery, destruction, demolition and rendering nocence and affirmations of compliance.
things useless" to be carried out by the Ger
There are, of course, many significant
man government in accordance with the differences between present day Iraq and
agreement. Allied inspections, though, the Nazi menace of the past, yet George
could not prevent German breaches of the Santayana's words still serve as a warning:
Treaty. In 1921, for example, the Germans Those who cannot remember the past are
signed a secret agreement with the Soviet condemned to repeat it. If the weapons in
Union, the Rapallo Treaty, which allowed spections of Germany, a post-WWI democ
the Germans to establish secret training racy (at least until 1933) subject to the scru
schools and weapons factories on Soviet tiny of conquering powers, could fail so
territory. The collaboration enabled Ger utterly, should we place so much faith in
many to produce forbidden equipment, in the outcome of the current inspections re
cluding chemical weapons, beyond the su gime? In a world threatened by weapons
pervision of Commission inspections.
of mass destruction, the international com
Other techniques were used to flout munity cannot afford to be lulled into com
disarmament as well. For example, float placency or trusting acceptance in the ab
ing stocks of prohibited weapons were kept sence of "smoking guns." The conse
in transit, often along sleepy, secluded rail quences of inaction could indeed be grave.
way lines, to avoid detection. "Police" As history teaches us, war is not always the
forces such as home guards, border patrols, last resort of madmen.

Friedenthal
Not Guilty
BY HELEN KLEPAC, DIRECTOR, LAW SCHOOL RECORDS OFFICE

I am writing to you regarding the fea
ture in the Nota Bene regarding
professors who did not turn in their
grades on time. I wanted to let you know
that Professor Friedenthal actually turned
in his grades well before his deadline. Due
to an administrative delay in processing that
occurred in our office, the final grades were

entered on Tuesday 1/28. I realize the frus
tration that many students felt when wait
ing for their grades to be turned in but
wanted to let you know that Prof.
Friedenthal was not delinquent in
turning his grades in for either of his
classes.

Going GW
BY ELIZABETH MA Y
To all the featured authors of the well- sense of communication skills and proves
that immaturity transcends numerical age.
esteemed dating columns in Nota Bene and
Allow me to emphasize that oing GW
especially to all the single girls out there:
typically
is associated with guys who act as
this is our generation, let us name it and
though
they
want a meaningful relationship
claim it. For me, it is time for a sex-strike
with
the
hottie
you can take home to mom
(I mean even Jennifer Anniston waited nine
and
still
romp
around
with nd she in a nurse
months before a romp in the sack with
teddy
number
with
red
lacy garters in pri
Brad). I am going on a hook-up strike to
vate
geographic
locations
(although the
be more precise, and perhaps by this I a m
Lincoln
memorial,
moreover,
public sur
committing myself to the next two and a
veillance
cameras,
can
be
used
for the ex
half years of my undergraduate career to
treme risk seekers), but these same gentle
lonely Friday night crochet sessions watch
men treat these relationships like, hmmm
ing the obnoxious selection of VH1 pro
how do I describe this, (queue reader: role
gramming (in spite of the plethora of shows
play time) imagine yourself a law student
which feature far too much about 80s hair
(take a moment, collect yourselves, okay,
bands), but I digress, and here my story.
Some time ago I ha d enchanting en let us proceed) who needs a car, so you buy
the car which you can best financially pro
counter with a kind gentlemen in the pro
fessional world (with whom I only barely
vide for (and in this example makes a pinto
seem safe), and you love that car, you care
missed sliding under [so to speak] the alf
your age plus seven rule nd yes, I am an for that car, you call that car baby, while
secretly you know that you are in law school
undergrad) at Caf Citron. He had me from
hello and he was chomping at the bit to (or any higher education for that matter)
leave for someplace quieter but settled for for a specific reason: because you dilute your
worth in that future Mercedes.
my number, so needless to say this Texas
So back to the sex-strike do not sug
Salsa (he is a Texan [yes please!] and we
met salsa dancing, I found this name only
gest this method for all, and in fact my
appropriate) undoubtedly understood the
health may suffer as a result from the nega
tive side effects. In my case, I was espe
idea of courtship and actual dates.
To my dismay, after a wonderful Val cially lucky with this Texas Salsa because
entine date (I suppose the snow prevented
he lives in whole separate cab zone away
me from reading your advice about avoid and I have no fear of seeing him in oggy
ing Valentine day in the Nota Bene I only
Wottom anytime soon. My task, should I
just received, but I wanted to understand
choose to accept it, may prove to be impos
what all the fuss was about) in which Mr. sible. I guess I am just a romantic. Happi
Salsa cooked me dinner while I imbibed the ness is a midnight take-out Thai food ses
Chilean red wine and swayed to the Portu sion on the Harbor (weather permitting) or
guese tunes I donated to his collection a stolen kiss in the comer of a vacant hall
(women lib=men like gifts too, or so every
of an art exhibit. And most importantly, it
chauvinist likes to express to me) in a lovely
would be so pleasant to have butterflies in
townhouse in Adams Morgan.
my stomach when this person calls or chills
Okay, first mistake ell, I just don shoot down my spine while caught in a pas
know because while we had a second date sionate embrace. Please look past my un
and things were really light-hearted and fun fortunate use of romance novel rhetoric and
n fact I w as stressing because I felt he was
know that accosting me on the dance floor
coming on too strong toward instant com
in your drunken state is not acceptable nless
mitment. But then it crumbled faster than
we end up back at your place together play
a stale muffin from the Starbucks at J Street. ing X box and laughing at what fools we
It was so sketchy to me that I felt compelled
made of ourselves that night bringing back
to call him to finalize plans for our third
the running man, the roger rabbit, and the
date, which he suggested. I g ot his voice cabbage patch.
mail inally, he called. And yes, well, that
was the call, the call that ended it all. Later
I determined that this mid-twenties faux
beau committed the fallacy of going GW.
oing GW this term is all the rage,
know it, learn it, love it, show it who your
daddy t encompasses all that is wrong with
the dateless, meaningless, connectionless
cesspool from which we GW girls have to
choose (and yes, Darwin will even agree
that we females are the choosers) and with
whom we must swoon. Going GW charac
terizes a guy who for whatever age has no
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Student Organization
Spotlight:
The Criminal Law Society
BY EDDIE GOMEZ

Features Editor
The Nota Bene will be spotlighting a
student organization every issue. This week,
we are featuring the Criminal Law Society.
We will strive to reveal as much as we can,
including the goals of the organization and
other juicy tidbits of information. Enjoy.
How the hell are you?
Um...fine.
Who the hell are you?
I'm Laura McBride.
What do you do?
I'm the co-President of the Criminal
Law Society and I'm a 3L.
Oh, cool. You're a co-President.
Anyway, what's the purpose of the Crimi
nal Law Society?
Well, we just started two years ago. A
good portion of the legal job market in
volves criminal law and there's nothing at
GW with a criminal law focus. There's your
Criminal Law class from first year and some
take Crim Pro, but certainly not everyone.
We try to provide that focus.
What does the Criminal Law Soci
ety do in an average semester?

We do much more during the Fall
semester because that's when the lLs are
taking Criminal Law. 1guess it's heavy Fall,
light Spring. We've focused on getting
people more interested in criminal law. We
do that by having speakers speak to us about
the field; we also have a panel sponsored
by the CDO. It's an interviewing tip ses
sion for those students who want to get into
criminal law in their professions.

Do you have any plans for the fu
ture?
Some things we really want to do are
jail tours and police ride-alongs. The jail
tours have been put on hold because of an
incident in the DC jail — they're more re
strictive now. We'd also like to have law
students go to juvenile hall to help tutor.
Finally, we'd like to get law students in
middle and high schools to teach the stu
dents their rights regarding police officers.
They just don't know.
Anything happening this semester?
This semester we have elections and,
as far as I know, we don't have anything
planned. But who knows, we do things on
the fly.
Sounds cool. What should someone
do if they want to join the Criminal Law
Society?
They can e-mail me for more infor
mation at lmcbride@law.gwu.edu. I'd like
to encourage anyone interested to look for
announcements of events and to come to
meetings and keep criminal law as an op
tion. It's less popular because it pays less.
Now, onto a more serious topic. Was
O.J. guilty?
Whoa. I'm gonna say...in that in
stance, the criminal system failed — on both
sides. The crime scene pictures were preju
dicial, I can tell you that much.

The Return of the
Crossword
Crossword 101

Do you have any advice for anyone
that gets pulled over?
Keep your mouth shut.

IF"

Acrow
1 T hrobbing pain
5 TV maker
10 Bounder!
14 Army meal

15 Word before chest
16 Actor Baldwin
17 Dole out
18 Sophie Tucker to some
20 Newt
21 Dansoo & others
22
salts
23 Woodwinds
25 15 Across, for one
27 Contemporary
29 Back and forth
33 Priscitta Mullttts' beau
34 Python, for one
35 Implement
36 Garlands
37 Funeral march
38 Domingo's forte
39 Word before dancer
40 River deposits
41Holy
42 Put together
44 Tenant
45 CEO's bad news
46 Lufthansa employee
47 Treadmill product
50Tty out
51 Plump
54Stemo
57 Pleasant
58 Eager
59 Reunion attendant

60 Pennsylvania fake
61 Margc Schofr S favorites

62 Madison Ave. workers
63 Unites

Bam

Have you ever been to jail?
No, but I've been on a jail tour
though.

By Ed Canty

Warm As Toast

1 Pinnacle
2 Culinary artist
3 Winter favorites

4 Barnyard resident

u
u
•1
5 Movie theater pane!
6 Pays attention
7 Tallies
8 Football fan's utterance
9 Free agent, e.g.
10 Bivouacked
11 Alack's relative
12 Salesman's car
13 Three Card Mo nte, e.g.
19 Like a bikini
21 Disunited
24 Social gatherings
25 Ice devices
26 Charge pet unit

43 Antelopes
44 Eavesdrop
46 Serenity
47 Blemish
48 Football fans maneuver
49 Oklahoma city
50 Swarm
52 Hallucinogenic drug
53 Pegs
55 Inherited characteristic
56 Swept under the rug
57 Fresh
Quotable Quote

27 Mediterranean island
2% Spreads

29 Rich cake

30 Smokey's concern

31 Poker move
32 Be eloquent
34 Follows coffee or flour
37 A claim on candy:Siang
38 Too
40 Inflicted a heavy blow
41 ShotofliquorSlang

The vice-presidency
ain't worth a pitcher
of warm spit.
John Nance Garner
(VP 1933-1941

By GFR Associates • POBoi 461Schenectady, NY 12309-Vitit our webaite at www.gfrpacrfcacom

Answer on page 12

The Top Ten Eighties Hair Band Albums
BY MARK HERSHFIELD

Editor-in-Chief
As many people know, I am a huge fan of '80s hair
bands. In fact, I c onsider myself an expert on this genre.
After all, name someone else my age who has seen Poison,
Cinderella, Winger, The Scorpions, Dio, Dokken, Great
White, The LA Guns, Faster Pussycat, Warrant, Enuff Z
Nuff, Quiet Riot, Firehouse, Slaughter, and Ratt all live in
concert. So without further ado let me present the list of
the Top 10 albums from this genre. The criteria was real
simple - the album had to: (1) be recorded by a hair band
(sorry Metallica fans), (2) be released in the 1980s (sorry
Firehouse fans), and (3) be an album you can listen all the
way through (sorry Poison fans). Here is the list:
10. Bang Tango - Pyscho Cafe (1989)
I kno w what you're thinking, who in the blue hell is
Bang Tango? The psychedelic guitar riffs and the unique
voice of the lead singer set this album apart. With such
classic hits as "Someone Like you" and "Breaking up a
Heart of Stone," this is the two-dollar CD special for any
fan of '80s glam.
9. Quiet Riot - Metal Health (1983)
Kevin Dubrow is the man and this album, the first
"metal" album to hit #1 on the pop charts, is a classic.
This album might be known for "Cum on Feel the Noize"
and "Metal Health," but its other songs like "Don't want
to let you go," and the humorously titled "Love's a B*tch,"
which makes this album a must-have.
8. Skid Row - Skid Row (1989)
If you have never heard of Skid Row, stop reading
this column, and never talk to^me again. Even though this

album has its lulls, any album with "Youth Gone Wild,"
"18 and Life," and "Piece of Me" has to be on this list.
7. Def Leppard - Hysteria (1987)
This album used to be the top-selling album of all
time, and when you listen to the first side of the tape, you
know why. Most women I know bought this album for "Pour
Some Sugar on Me," but don't forget the other classics
like "Animal," Rocket," "Love Bites," and "Hysteria."
Besides, the drummer has only one arm, and he still rules!
6. Bon Jovi - Bon Jovi (1984)
I doubt many people have this album, but if y ou are
looking for excellent keyboards and songs about lost love,
this is the album. It's nothing but pure, unadulterated Bon
Jovi. The album only has one hit ("Runaway"), but songs
such as "Love Lies" and "She Don't Know Me," simply
ifispire me to pick up the beer bottle, use it as a micro
phone, and starting singing away.
5. Bon Jovi - New Jersey (1988)
How can any album with such a g reat name not be
on this list? "Living in S in," "Bad Medicine," "Lay Your
Hands on Me," and "I'll Be There for You," are all incred
ible songs. Basically, every song on this album is worth
listening to (except for the long intra with "Lay Your Hands
on Me"). Even though I think Bon Jovi sucks today, this
album definitely does not suck.
4. Great White -... Twice Shy (1988)
This album has some of the best bass riffs of any
rock album I have ever heard (i.e. "Mista Bone"). Great
White should be remembered for this album, as opposed
to the RI fire, but we all know that won't be happening.
Still "She's Only" and "Angel Song" are two of the best
ballads I have ever heard, and in case you were wonder

ing, it didn't take any tragedy for this awesome band to get
my attention, it just took their musical talent.
3. Motley Crue - Too Fast for Love (1982)
Forget about Dr. Feelgood: This is Motley Crue's
best album. This album is basically a demo that they re
corded in their basement, and the raw nature of this album
is exactly what makes it so incredible. "Live Wire" is the
song that put Motley Crue on the map, but songs such as
"Merry Go Round" and "Too Fast for Love" are the rea
sons why I w ould like to pick up a guitar and start a rock
band.
2. LA Guns - Cocked & Loaded (1989)
How can you go wrong with an attractive woman
straddling a gun as your album cover? But seriously, every
song on this album kicks butt. Traci Guns is one of the
best guitar players that has ever lived (and I g ot to touch
his hand at one of their shows). This album might be known
for "The Ballad of Jayne," (don't these guys know how to
spell?), but listen to the whole album from "Letting Go" to
"I Wanna be Your Man" and you will know the reason
why this band from Los Angeles appears in the #2 slot
1. Guns N' Roses - Appetite for Destruction (1987)
This was a no-brainer. This is the first tape I ever
bought, and it continues to be the best tape or CD that I
own. When you put Axl, Slash, Izzy, Duff and Steven to
gether, this is what you get. From "Welcome to the Jungle"
all the way to "Rocket Queen" this album never skips a
beat. Sure I went to see Axl and the new G'N'R in concert
and he didn't show, but that hasn't ended my obsession
with this album. If y ou don't own it already, definitely go
cut class and buy it this minute!
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TWO (HEL)L©
BY ERIK BAPTIST

Staff Writer
Because I had so much fun last week
with "Erik's Top Ten Things to Do to Make
Law School Fun," I have decided to do some
more "Erik's Top Ten Lists." Here we go
again...
This list is for all those students who
went to Barrister's Ball. For those of you
who did not want to be social, you are like
GW's law library because defy science by
sucking and blowing at the same time. Here
is "Erik's Top Ten List of Why Barrister's
was Fun":
10. When we found out that the
speakers blew out, we had just another ex
cuse to hit the quesadilla and cheesestick
bar. And judging by the overall atmosphere
near the end of the night, I definitely don't
think any of us needed an excuse to hit that
other kind of bar.
9. Hey, I like to smoke a cigar on oc
casion, but I must admit that I really en
joyed the concept of quarantining all the
smokers in one room. I heard some stu
dents actually tested positive for lung can
cer by the end of the night, since they did
not leave that room except to go to the bar
and bathroom. Next time we should have
a glass cage to put all the smokers, so the
other students can observe this ritual with
out inhaling their tar-laden pollution
clouds.
8. Even more than at the weekly Bar
Reviews, Barrister's gives us the opportu
nity to watch some of the section gunneTS

Here is "Erik's Top Ten List of What Made
the Law Revue Show so Good":
10. Anything that involves ridiculing
our school, professors, and fellow class
mates has got to be worth ten dollars.
9. Free beer and pizza. Need I say
more?
8. Watching Erik Baptist sing and
dance - and generally make a fool of him
self - is priceless.
7. Participating in the Law Revue
Show gives you a legitimate excuse to skip
and not read for class. What's Spring Break
for if you don't have anything to catch up
in?
6. Okay, I don't have enough room
in this article to finish this list, so this'll
have to do.
Spring break is around the comer. I
am just going back home, relaxing, and
maybe doing a little homework (but that's
doubtful). Some of you may actually be
doing something fun. But I highly doubt
it. Anyhow, here is "Erik's Top Ten List of
What to Do During Spring Break":
10. Journal Competition. Now that
sucks. Right when you lLs get done with
your appellate brief for LRW, you have to
participate in the journal competition if you
want be a member of a journal. Why any
one would want to be a member of a jour
nal beats me, but we compete anyways. Go
figure.

make compfete foots of themsetves. These

9. Finish outlining. Flighly unlikely.
Only the losers -who actually read for class

geeks usually have a couple Shirley Temples
and they're already buzzing. And with the

everyday and outline each weekend would
want to finish writing their outlines. I don't

liquor to mixer ratio at 99:1, those dorks
must have been really floored. I think their
dance moves and incoherent rants con
firmed my suspicions.
7. I think the low point in anyone's
night occurs when you think you are danc
ing with your date, but when you turn
around, you discover it's a heavily intoxi
cated classmate who is twice your size. It's
even worse when your date is observing the
whole episode and having a big laugh at
your expense. Hope she got home okay.
6. With all of that stuff going on that
night, I was stunned to hear that this is the
first year when the hotel has actually asked
GW to come back next year to have our
Barrister's Ball again. Wow. They are
dumb.
5. This is where the night gets dark
(pun intended)....next list.

know about you, but I usually finish an out
line the night before the exam - and that's
usually using someone else's outline. How
sad.
8. Alternative Spring Break. Having
a group of law students travel to a different
region of the country to perform pro bono
work and community service sounds like a
good, novel concept for our school to want
to promote. But those plans were stopped
dead in their tracks when the administra
tion refused to fund such an experience.
What broke, up-to-his-neck-in-debt law stu
dent can afford to go anywhere without a
little financial assistance? Thanks for noth
ing.
7. Sleep. Yup. That's about all I'll
be doing. Hitting that nap couch after eat
ing breakfast and only waking up for those
other two meals. Now that's the life. It's
too bad life can't always be a Spring Break.
6. Well, that's about it. With the ex
ception of a few students hitting beaches
and the parties, most of us are pretty lame
and will probably do nothing exciting. We
suck. Actually, we don't. Law school does.

This next list is for all those students
who went to the Law Revue Show. For
those of you who did not want to have a
good time and laugh, you also defy science
by sucking and blowing at the same time.
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The Bar Review
Politiki
BY TROY D. BYERS

Staff Writer
Saddle up, King Arthur, and grab all
your knights and swing by Camelot for
some beers, bar drinks, and a good time.
Located in the heart of mid-town, Camelot
provides the perfect placement and atmo
sphere for a quickie happy hour, a nice way
to end a long night of drinking, or just to
grab a relaxing nightcap.
Camelot sports quite the convivial
atmosphere with hit songs of yesterday and
today to keep the rhythm going. There is
no jukebox, but the DJ does a decent enough
job of pumping out the tunes. While there
is a tiny dance floor in the central area of
the bar. it is recommended that you let the
pros do the shimmying and that you nerds
just sit and watch. While there is an up
stairs section here, a foreboding sign for
bids those underdressed from proceeding
further. I suppose that that doesn't neces
sarily pertain to the ladies.
While Camelot can't necessarily be
styled as a singles bar, there are many beau
tiful women here that may give some of you
more suave (slimy) law students the time
of day. While these women actually work
here, most are cordial and fun enough to
saddle up at a table for a chat. For you la
dies reading this piece, Camelot is a bar
full of guys that probably are not looking
for that long-term relationship but would

probably be up for a little fun. Just look out
for those Guidos checking you out at the
door.
Camelot likes to swagger its swankiness by having Guido himself take you to a
table of their choosing, as they are protec
tive of their clean image by not having
people standing around. Unlike some of the
bars in the area, if you make it in you don't
feel like you're on a rush hour Metro. And
squeezing in at the bar and being ignored
by a bartender is not an issue here as wait
resses come to the tables to serve you.
While Camelot has no cover charge,
there is a two-drink minimum. The kicker
here is that the drinks are quite pricey worse than a Singapore strip club. Just to
get a Bass in your hand can run you up
wards of seven dollars or so (go after you've
already had a few so that way you don't
mind so much). All and all it seems worth
the cost just to be able to sit, relax, and en
joy the culture and atmosphere of the mo
ment. Perhaps there is a little Zen-like
magic at work here that can delightfully lift
your spirits. Whatever it is, the feng-sui is
definitely flowing in the right direction
here.
Camelot is located on M Street just
east of The Madhatter between 19th and
18th Streets. Farragut West on the OrangeBlue line is the closest Metro stop and it is
only three to four blocks away.

Nuts-N-Bolts:
The Tech Junkie
By Elizabeth Austern
My technical tips column this week computer, any one of a number of things
deals with a fairly basic subject, because I might happen, but it is unlikely the docu
am running up against my deadline.
ment will display correctly. If you have tried
The subject is: document translation. just double-clicking the file and it didn't
As you may know, the default word proces work, don't assume that means you can't
sor for the faculty and staff is Word Per open the file in Word.
fect; the majority of the stu
You can also go to the
dents (and the world) use
Burns Library lab machines,
Microsoft Word. This
download the file from email,
creates inevitable
and open it (if you don't know
conflicts, and re
how to open a file, you are
quires, you guessed
reading the wrong column).
it, document trans
Word Perfect is installed
lation, also known
on the lab computers,
as "file format
so you should
translation." In
have no problem
simple terms
with that part; af
this is what hap
ter the file is open
pens when a file
save it as a Word
written in one pro
document by
gram is opened by
clicking "Save
another.
As . . ." and un
If you receive a
der "File Type:"
Word Perfect document
choosing "Word
from a professor, it is not the
2000/97," and then
end of the world. There are several steps
Save." That's it.
you can take to try and open the document.
You don't even have to
By far, the best is to save the file to your change the name of the file, because
computer (remember where) open MS when the file type changes the computer
Word, and then try and open the file (choose sees it as a separate name. Email the file
"Open . . ." under the "File" dialog, make back to yourself.
sure "File type" is set to "All files," double
By the way, you can usually do the
click the file). If th at doesn't work on your reverse if you are sending a file to someone
machine, you should be able to follow the who is using Word Perfect -most MS Word
same instructions on one of the lab com installations have the option to "Save As ..
puters, and save the file to disk or email it ." a Word Perfect document. In addition,
to yourself.
most, if not all, word processors can read
Note -if you try to open a Word Per and save in "Rich Text Format" (RTF), so
fect file just by double-clicking it a nd you that is your safest bet if you are not sure
do not have Word Perfect installed on your wluu program your recipient is using.
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Professor Spotlight: Lorri S. Unumb
Unumb: Yes. The trend in legal writing nationally
is away from adjunct-based programs. The trend is to have
full-time professors teach legal writing. And this is a re
ally popular trend that has caught on at many law schools.
And, I think that were we not located in DC, I would also
be pushing for full-time professors because it is such an
important class. But because we are in DC, and there are
so many good lawyers here who are willing to make that
sacrifice, I thin k they can do a good job at teaching if they
are willing to do the time, and also the lLs here will get
the added benefit of a relationship with a practicing attor
ney.
Medovoy: I heard a rumor that you are a former
world champion dogger. First of all, what is clogging?
Unumb: Want me to show you?
Medovoy: Yea.
Unumb: (gets up and starts clogging). Clogging is
sort of in between square dancing and Irish dancing, with
tap shoes and yee-ha-has and those sorts of things.
Medovoy: How did you get into it?
Unumb: I ha ve an older sister who owns and runs a
dancing school in S outh Carolina, where I am from. I al 
ways taught dancing growing up - she kind of got me into
it.

BY JEREMY MEDEVOY

Staff Writer

Medovoy: What is the purpose of not using letter
grades in the Legal Research and Writing (LRW) program
I here at GW?
Unumb: First, I a m not sure I ca n answer that be
cause that system was in place before I became Director.
But I w ill tell you my understanding of t he reasoning: stu
dents ought to have a class in which they don't feel quite
so pressured. Many people feel that legal writing is appro
priate in that it is a skills-based class. It creates a situation
where students really focus on learning the skill, and they
can try their hand and make a mistake without feeling like
it would ruin their entire legal career. The other reason
given is that it is taught by forty different adjunct profes
sors and it would be difficult to apply the curve. Frankly, I
see good arguments on both sides.
Medovoy: Do you find that there are an abundance
of candidates from which to choose for the LRW adjunct
positions?
Unumb: I have an overabundance of candidates from
which to choose. I'm not even sure how all the candidates
hear about it because we don't really advertise - it's just
kind of a word-of-mouth thing.
Medovoy: What do you look for in a candidate?
Medovoy: And the world championship?
Unumb: I look for three things. First of all, I look
Unumb: (laughter). One year, many years ago, I was
for good writers. Secondly, I look for people that demon on a clogging team with five other people, and we com
strate a capacity for being a good teacher. And third, one peted in this team championship, and won. My husband
thing I really assess is whether the person can make the says that this is a very strange sort of a ccolade. He asks,
time commitment, and that weeds out a l ot of people. It is "did Norway send their contestants? Did Morocco send
a huge time commitment. I say that about both dean fel their contestants?" Okay, so maybe the world champion
lows and adjuncts. You j ust cannot appreciate how long it ship only involved the southeastern part of the country,
takes to grade those papers because, unlike professors that but whatever.
are grading your papers in your regular classes, we don't
Medovoy: Working at the DOJ, you were an honors
just read them all, we comment on every single point. That program attorney. Because I know that many students here
takes a lot more time then just assessing it for a grade.
are interested in this, tell me what that program entails
Medovoy: You probably have so many candidates to and how it is different than working at the DOJ otherwise?
choose from because we are located in Washington, DC.

the DOJ otherwise. It is just a recruiting mechanism to get
into DOJ. There are two ways to get into the DOJ. One,
through the honors program, and two, as a lateral hire.
And, this is not without exception, but basically, the hon
ors program is the way to get in if you want to get in straight
out of law school, or straight after a judicial clerkship.
But, once you are in, it doesn't matter how you got in.
Medovoy: Is it a very competitive process to get in?
Unumb: It is extremely competitive. I served on the
honor program hiring committee for five years. It is abso
lutely daunting to look at the resumes of the people apply
ing. It just makes you want to bend down on your knees
and say thanks that you got in when you did. The year I
applied, I was applying to the Civil Division and there
were 2,000 applicants.
Medovoy: Do you want to stay in teaching now? Do
you like it?

Unumb: I love it. I re ally did enjoy practicing law,
and the DOJ immensely. Particularly, I was doing appel
late work, and it just doesn't get any better than that. But
that said, when I was at the DOJ and I taught here on
Wednesdays as an adjunct professor, I found that every
Wednesday was the highlight of my week. I enjoyed the
student interaction. I just enjoyed the exercise of teaching.
And finally, after a few years, I thought that if I looked
forward to Wednesday afternoons that much, I should think
about it full time. So, I lo ve it and I would like to stay in
teaching forever.
Medovoy: I al so heard a rumor that you do theater.
Unumb: Yes, I am very involved in community the
ater, both as an actress and as a choreographer. And in
fact, I have just been nominated for a Washington-area
award in the best-choreographer category. The awards are
March 2nd, but I am not expecting to bring home any
thing.

Unumb: It is actually not different from working at

Ron & John, GW Law's
Newest Recruiters
Hey Ron & John,
I vis ited the law school a couple weeks ago and read
your column. I really enjoyed it and it sounds like you two
could help me out. Could you please write a column list
ing the reasons as to why I should go to GW Law instead
of Georgetown, American, or UDC? And don't forget to
mail me a copy of the Nota Bene. Thanks!
-Prospective Law Student

Ron's Advice
Wow. You visited the school, took a copy of the Nota
Bene, read it, then e-mailed us to ask us for advice? US?!
Okay, you're a loser. But don't worry, that means you'll fit
right in. Let me guess, is your father and/or grandfather
an attorney? Probably. Have you dreamt of going to law
school all your life? Of course. Yea, you're a loser. Get
over a 160 on your LSAT and pack your bags!
Now, if you have a technical degree and you plan on
doing some form of Intellectual Property ("IP" for us cool
law students), definitely come to GW. For all of its faults,
the school's IP classes and professors are fantastic, and
your prospects for getting a job are always good, regard
less of the economy and your grades (most of the time).
Your future is certainly bright as long as you have that
damn technical degree.
Anything else, it's a toss-up. On GW's plus side:
1. The school's getting a HUGE makeover;
2. The 1L sections are getting smaller;
3. As a result of the above, we will likely rise in t he
U.S. News and World Report rankings, which is the litmus
test for how good a given law school is;
4. The law school is trying to attain more financial
independence from the University.
There are other pluses, such as the more "laid back"
atmosphere in comparison to Georgetown, and the prime
location and clerkship opportunities, but if these are im
portant to you, too bad; I don't feel like talking about them.

On GW's minus side:
1. The current facilities REALLY suck;
2. The administration never really listens to you and
makes pretty important decisions without paying attention
to what you have to say;
3. Some students here are good for nothing other
than being objects of your deep, dark hate;
4. The opposite sex is not that attractive, and vice
versa (or something like that);
5. D.C. is not the most "socially conducive" city in
this country - it pretty much sucks if y ou're between the
ages of 18-30.
Now, as far as the other schools go, they're good too,
but if you don't get that 160 and at least a 3.5 or so, we'll
see you on the other side of town. Good luck. And one
more thing...before coming to law school, have sex...have
lots and lots of sex.

John's Advice
Thanks for the question. I'm glad that you enjoyed
our column. We really do give practical advice that most
students could use. And I like the idea that we're branch
ing out by helping out a prospective GW law student. I'll
try my best to convince you.. .to come here.
First of all, if you're writing to this column in order
to seek helpful advice about where to go to law school, you
have got to be pretty stupid. Dumb is good. And the fact
that you actually enjoyed this column demonstrates that
you have very good sense of humor. That's more points in
your favor. Finally, if you're looking at Georgetown, Ameri
can, and UDC as well, then you should definitely come
here.
Let's start by looking at your other options. Yes,
Georgetown has a much higher ranking than GW - we're
hanging on to our top 25 spot by the skin of our teeth. But
have you been to Georgetown's law school? Well, if you

have, we're screwed. I'm sure you'll be taken aback by
their very nice facilities and advanced technological fea
tures. You should not, however, be fooled. Separate the
forest from the trees. You're in one of D.C.'s numerous
ghetto pockets. Now there's nothing inherently wrong with
the economically deprived regions of our nation's capital.
But when I'm walking to my car with my laptop and books
at 2 a.m. during exam time, any potential robber would j
have to pry my belongings from my cold, dead hands be
fore I l et him have any of my stuff. I've worked too hard
and given up going out during the week to prepare the
stuff that is in my backpack to let some hoodlum take my
stuff. You see, Georgetown makes you paranoid and you
also run the risk of death by fighting over nutshells and
outlines with some homeless alcoholic. Plus, their students
are major tools. But if you are a tool - or are regularly
called one - then please don't come to GW.
American and UDC are easy choices. Don't go to
either. Most of the people I have known from American I
are usually pretty miserable people with horrible person-1
alities - and I m ean that in the nicest way possible. More-1
over, even GW has a better ranking than American. Maybe I
that won't be true in five years, but we still have that over I
them. And UDC is short for Unnecessarily Dumb College I
It's also off the Van Ness metro stop. Who the hell lives or I
goes out in Van N ess?
And now we have come to the part about GW. Weil. I
our facilities suck, most students suck (judging from the I
fact that less a third of students actually go to Barrister's I
Ball), the undergrads suck, the neighborhood sucks, and I
the facilities really suck. But you should still come to GW. I
We actually have some good professors out there -but don't I
be fooled because there are some atrocious ones as well. I
Plus, the students who are fun could use some more friends. I
So, if you like booze after class, smooze with the ladies, I
and snooze through class, please come and keep me com-1
pany.
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SEXLESS in
the CITY
BY SARAH HENS LEY

Rules and Ramblings
2. Don't ask for a number unless you plan on using
As usual, I begin with a disclaimer. Some people
suggested I write about the Ball, and I ha d every intention it. No excuses.
3. Just because a bathroom appears clean doesn't
to do so. Unfortunately, I, uh, can't really recall much of
anything from that evening so I can't really write much mean it actually is clean.
4. Think boxer briefs.
about it. I do know that at some point I thought it amusing
5. Calvin Klein boxer briefs.
to tell people that I was going to write horrible things about
6. Sex with an ex is still cheating on your current
them in my column. Since I have no earthly clue who I
threatened with that, clearly that's not going to happen. girlfriend.
7. Ditto for sex in a different time zone.
Additionally, if I confessed undying love or a yearlong crush
8. Never believe a girl who claims she only wants to
or any other such thing to you, I'm afraid I'm going to
have to recant. You see, while most people get drunk and hook up and doesn't really want a boyfriend.
9. Just because your clothes don't smell doesn't mean
confess their deepest and darkest secrets, I get drunk and
you don't need to do laundry.
lie (with rare exceptions).
10. Learn to drive a stick shift.
To quote Dr. Houseman (Jerry Orbach) from the time
11. Beer goggles only work for the person who is
less classic Dirty Dancing, "when I'm wrong, I say I'm
wrong," and I was definitely wrong when I claimed it was wearing them.
12. On boys' night out, museum rules apply: you can
a good idea to go to the Ball without a date. Yes, there
were a few single folks there, but most of that population look but don't touch.
13. Buying her drinks/dinner/presents does not en
was only there alone because their significant other was
busy/in Toledo/hates dances. Trust me, I surveyed them title you to so much as a kiss.
all. Instead of single guys, there were the guys you hooked
14. Showing your affection, GOOD.
15. Shamelessly making out and groping in front of
up with and their dates. Isn't that fun?! Needless to say,
shots of tequila seemed like a really good idea (yes, I scored a hundred of your classmates, BAD.
16. Asking for directions gets you there faster.
shots even when no one else did because I've got skills.. .or
17. Drink your coffee black.
cleavage).
18. If you give, you shall receive.
And that, dearest readers, is all I have to say about
19. You d on't have all the answers.
that. I think I've sufficiently incriminated myself. My only
20. Jamming your tongue down someone's throat is
consolation is, from what I have heard, many of you all
had just as bad a night as I... well, maybe not quite, but at not equivalent to good kissing.
21. Or foreplay.
least you don't remember either.
Now on to something completely different. Many
22. Never let a girl walk home alone at night.
moons ago 1came across a list of rules for men. 1 figured
now was as good a time as any to write my own. So, with
out any further ado here are my 50 Rules for Males

1. Don't lie.

23. Be adventurous.
24. Honesty is the onty policy.

25. Cuddle.
26. Chivalry and feminism are not mutually exclu

sive terms.
27. Beer goggles are not your friend.
28. Neither is Jose Cuervo.
29. Your ex was not hotter/smarter/better in bed.
30. Never refer to your girlfriend as "The Body."
31. Or the "old ball and chain."
32. Never hit. Even if you are just "playin'."
33. The appropriate answer to "does this make me
look fat?" is never, ever yes.
34. Ditto for "is she hotter than me?"
35. Never take your dates to any location where you
will hear the following: "do you want fries with that?"
36. Don't be afraid to see an occasional chick flick.
You may even pick up great lines like "your eyes are the
gateway to a world I w ant to be a part of."
37. Call.
38. Put down the video game controller.
39. Never lead someone on.
40. If you like her, tell her.
41. Complimenting her on her outfit, GOOD.
41. Saying "that dress looks great on you, but it would
look even better on my floor tomorrow morning," BAD.
42. Be attentive.
43. Don't be a stalker.
44. No means no. Yes means yes.
45. Sometimes you are wrong.
45. Sheets should be changed on a regular basis.
Especially sheets you've recently hooked up in.
46. Your beer gut is not "dead sexy."
47. Discussing your feelings, GOOD.
48. Reading a poem you wrote detailing your future
life together on the first date, BAD.
49. Cheating is never a pareto superior move.
50. Did I menti on never, ever lie?
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MAXIMUS
Tips for the 1L Male
BY STEFANO FORMI CA

Primavera: Forza Juventus
Maybe it's just me, but the days for
Maximus haven't been so sunny lately. Hard
to compete with that lovely southern accent!
Anyway, back to what I do best, writing
about true romance. Remember the first
time you asked a girl for a kiss in grade
school (If your name is R. Kelly, stop read
ing now)? Kindergarten, you say?
However you remember it, it defi
nitely was harder then, than it is now. Even
though the selection has blossomed to in
clude the fine specimens around the law
school, the insecurities involved have all
but vanished. Right? So, perhaps I'm ex
aggerating just a bit. How to hook up with
a girl still remains as hard as it was back
then, only now instead of swallowing our
sorrows with a bucket of play dough, we
wash them down with buckets containing
a little more malt in them. For now, it seems
that the best way to do things is to just sit
back at the next Bar Review, and let the
action come to you. Instead of going around
aimlessly and asking, just pull up a stool,
remember never to push, and let the play
dough do the trick. Enjoy a few rounds of
your favorite ale, and listen to the Irish guy
playing the guitar, and the good times will
roll. Long after your first drink - hopefully
not too long, though (don't want that tab to
approach the century mark) - your sweet
heart will come from out of nowhere to
sweep you off your feet. Don't worry, this
is a proven tactic at GW Law, I see it hap
pen to clever One-Ls every Thursday night.
But be careful, if you play with your
play dough too much, the fumes of colored
clay, or in this case, your liver, begins to
play tricks with your mind. Occasionally,
the side effects of this condition cause you
to make rash decisions; only this type of
rash is the kind you read about in pamphlets
in the health center waiting room. While
the thought of undergraduates is always a
pleasant one, you can see the reasons to
tread with caution here. So remember, too
much alcohol, I mean play dough, could be
bad for business.
OK, now that that's out of the way,
time to get to the good stuff. Spring Break.
If you're smart, you'll be in one of three
places. Cancun, Vegas, or Havasu. Don't
know about Havasu? Here's a hint: Girls
Gone Wild is considering moving its head
quarters there. The motto of the place, em
blazoned on t-shirts, preferably wet and
white, reads, "Have a brew, have a screw,
Havasu!" This lovely lake in the warm out
stretch of Arizona is home to a place called
"the sandbar." The Sandbar is a Mecca for
two things: thousands of motorboats, house
boats work better, and tens of thousands of
Barkers Beauties looking for some action!
For those of us blessed with the gift of fore
sight, only one item is essential in your lug
gage.
Go
online
to
www.mardigrasbeads.com and be generous.
The money you spend here on plastic, shiny,
large, and most importantly, flashy and
tacky beads will pay back more dividends
than any Enron retirement plan. Uh, well,
you get the point. You see, in Havasu, a good
string of beads will buy you pretty much
anything you want, any time you want.
Greenbacks and Benjamins are no good
there. Oh, and another thing that might help
is a thirty-five foot Scarab motorboat,
Baywatch style. That too guarantees some
liquid assets.

So, maybe Havasu only works if
you're in a group of motivated guys will
ing to dish out the cash for a five hundred
dollar per day rental. Maybe then you could
have a worthy break. But if not, let's take a
look at Cancun, Mexico. Cancun is like
Havasu, only with no motorboats and no
beads. Greenbacks work well there; actu
ally, they're the only things that work there.
I mean, if you try to exchange your dollars
for pesos, well, the only thing you'll be get
ting are some tacos al carbon from the Cart
Lady's south-of-the-border competitors. So
bring Benjamins, two or three ought to be
enough for you to run for leader of the P.R.I.,
or if you're smart, just spend one per night
at your favorite disco. You won't need lodg
ing, because when you pack that kind of
heat down there, well, you'll find a roof over
your head, anytime. Just go easy on the
frijoles -1 don't want to sit behind you come
St. Patty's day when we return!
If you're not interested in Mexico or
Havasu, well then, there's only one choice.
Vegas, Baby! Before you start, watch
Ocean's Eleven a couple of times, and don't
skip the original, the Rat Pack does it best!
You'll definitely need to know the ins and
outs of casinos if you want to properly fund
this trip. This vacation package has the
potential to be beautiful, sunny, and luxu
rious, but most of the time, it ends up in a
cycle of romance that can only be described
as, "the gauntlet" a la Friends. People go
to Vegas, get on the inevitable "lucky
streak," meet the girl at the Craps table who
wants to streak you while you're streaking,
get Married at the Circus, Circus Wedding
Chapel, and find out the morning after that
too much mascara is a catalyst for a nasty
reaction on those white sheets that can only
stay white with very large daily doses of
chemicals. Bring your own sheets if you're
smart, and stay away from the girls at the
craps tables. The quality ladies are sitting
around the pool and gift shops. Why? Be
cause they're under twenty-one, and unless
you're naive enough to try your luck at
blackjack on the strip, well, they'll keep you
out of the casinos and will be very impressed
if you can buy them their next virgin Dai
quiri. Bonus points if you take the v-card
out of that drink, and preferably, well... you
know. So bust out with your best leisure suit,
a la Leisure Suit Larry, and sport some
golden aviators. Cohibas are a must. Your
trip to the city of sin will be well worth it if
you follow MAXIMUS' advice, and stay
away from the tables (believe me, those free
drinks aren't free, and the alcohol that's
piped throughout those new casinos is
worse than the stuff served by the two bar
tenders at Barrister's). I suggest avoiding
the main strip,'and head (hehe, he said
head) over to either the Frontier, Golden
Nugget, or my personal favorite, Stardust.
Ask for the pit boss named Lori Bruno, and
tell her Stefano sent you... she'll take good
care of you! :D
Personally, I'm not allowed in most
Vegas casinos anymore, alas, my fondest
memory of this "One L" has been reading
the tales of my mentor Huston in Property...
what a genius. So now, I take my game to
large yachts called cruise ships, that hap
pen to combine all three of the vacations
listed above into one gorgeous trip, and
food's included, without having to be
comped! Have fun, and tell me about your
success stories! Until then... Forza Juve!

The Adventures of
Kristen and Sarah
BY MINDY MANNLEIN

Machiavelli was a Woman
Wow, okay, so I just got back from
using the fitness center at my apartment
complex after being harassed by a drunken
forty-two-year-old for half an hour. And you
know, I really have to say the experience
kind of freaked me out. I mean, I even
brought up the make-believe boyfriend
multiple times to disinterest him - but to
no avail! After all, that's nothing in com
parison to his wife of seven years. Seriously,
who are these psycho-stalker-obsessive
people and how do I attract them?? (No re
ally, if y ou know, by all means tell me!!)
However, overall this experience fits right
in with the other randomness that has re
cently characterized my life.
Remember our double date from Hell
with Bill and Ted at the beginning of the
year? (Well, trust me, you would if you had
to ride in a thirty-mile bike race through
the huge hills of rural Maryland hungover
and on a few hours' sleep the next morn
ing!!!) Well, at any rate, it turns out our
waiter from five months ago certainly re
members it! Tarn ran into "Dirty" (doesn't
that nickname alone make you a little sus
picious?) after work one night, and they
exchanged numbers. Then, of course, while
he was stuck at home due to the lovely two
feet of snow that paralyzed the area, he
called her up to chat (huh, a good memory
plus the ability to call). During their con
versation, he mentioned something about
my boyfriend — which certainly perplexed
me when I h eard about it (If I h ave a boy
friend, he has clearly not been doing his
job lately!). Apparently, he assumed that I
was dating one of the guys we were with
that night - a mistake which Tarn quickly
cleared up: "Mins doesn't have a boy
friend." Luckily for me, if I need a boy
friend, Dirty is willing to fill that role - or
at least he was until Tarn uttered the two
cursed words and told him she thought I
needed a "nice guy." Alas, Dirty didn't feel
he could live up to that expectation. And to
think, I was this close to having a man of
my very own [sarcasm noted]!! Although it
is a flattering offer and I seem to recall that
we did have more fun flirting with our
waiter than talking to our dates, who goes
around offering to be someone's boyfriend
after seeing them once...five months ago???
Besides, I will never need a boyfriend. The
correct question is whether I want a boy
friend (and Lord knows that answer varies
constantly). One thing is for sure, though:
obviously I need to wear my outfit from that
night more often!!
But not to worry, even though I didn't
score a boyfriend out of the waiter, I subse
quently talked to one of my best guy friends
in Chicago and agreed to marry him - once
we reach a certain age (which has yet to be
specified) and are both still single anyway.
You se e, guys, this just goes to show that
you need to watch yourself with the ladies.
Just a few weeks ago Matty (not to be con
fused with our sophomore friend Matt) was
merely my valentine, and now I've roped
the poor boy into marriage. He didn't even
see it coming! What can I say, we women
truly are Machiavellian. Of course, this plan
will only go into effect in the sad event that
I fail to marry Andy Roddick (Yeah, yeah,
yeah, I know I gave the lecture about
younger men last time, but there are excep
tions to every rule - at least he's twentyone! Besides, it's Andy Roddick, people,
open your eyes!!!). Unfortunately, I feel my

chances with Andy are very slim since I'd
probably need to meet him first, huh?
On another random note, when I go t
home from dinner the last night - which
turned into a three hour excursion thanks
to the Maryland-Clemson game [(Damn
Terrapins! [Go Indiana!!]) (What can I say,
even though they lost miserably to Illinois
last week [hey, no teams in the Big 10 can
win away games this year], it still brings
me great pleasure to antagonize Maryland
fans.)] - I d iscovered I h ad received an email from a guy that I briefly dated fresh
man year of college.. .and haven't talked to
in two years! Finding his inquiry - from
out of nowhere -into how I was doing quite
amusing, I wrote to fill him in on my life
(and as you might expect [at least from me]
told him he was a cracksmoker as well). In
doing so, it completely slipped my mind that
the signature on my e-mails has my address
and phone number. So when my cell phone
rang earlier tonight, guess who it was? Yep,
the ex - and he is single too (yet, I feel like
he really can't do me any good half-way
across the country). Anyway, we talked for
half an hour or so and it was actually quite
nice catching up with him (he always was
a fun guy!). But then he had to go to class
so he asked if he could call me back after
wards - a call which 1 missed due to the
gym-stalker. So yesterday 1 hadn't talked
to the boy in two years, and now the last
outgoing, incoming, and missed calls on
my cell are him. Does anyone else Find that

a little odd? (And do you think I should tell
him about my future engagement??)
Finally, for the record: somehow the
Molester-in-Chief has gotten it into his head
that he can "pass [me] around to [his]
friends." Thanks, but no thanks, Hershfield;
I don't need a pimp!! (Perhaps you should
take nice lessons from your brother - all
girls should be treated like princesses!)
Though I do have to admit, as I was trying
to read for class the other day (and inevita
bly got distracted since I have the attention
span of a two-year-old), I began peoplewatching and actually noticed some pretty
hot guys - so perhaps I really should find
out exactly who Mark knows before I com
pletely write off that offer! On the other
hand, since these guys do go to the law
school, they are probably either: (a) mar
ried; (b) engaged; (c) have girlfriends; or
(d) have read this column - any combina
tion of which pretty much means I'm
screwed! Oh well...at least now I have a
good back-up plan!!
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LONDON, PARIS, GENEVA
JUNE 7 - JULY 6,2003

This program offers:
International Economic Law—Seminars at the European Investment Bank,
the European Union, the World Trade Organization, Arbitration Court, the
Organization for Economic Cooperation
and Development, and others. (3 credits)
International Human Rights Law—Seminars at the United Nations, the
International Committee of the Red Cross, the International Labor Office,
and others. (3 credits)
International Environmental Law—Seminars at the World Health
Organization, Green Cross, the United Nations, and secretariats of key
environmental treaties in Geneva. (3 credits)

• ABA approved • Limited enrollment
• Maximum credits: 6 • All seminars taught in English
• Cost: $6,042
(includes tuition for 6 credits, shared room with breakfast,
additional meals, and some transfers)

For more information, contact:
Professor Emilio Viano
Telephone: 202-885-2953
Fax: 202-885-2907
E-mail: eurolaw@american.edu
www.wcl.american.edu/parisgeneva
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Sponsored by The Washington College of Law, American University, Washington, DC,
and The Center for International Environmental Law, Geneva
eco/aa

